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Section 1 – Introduction: Vision and Process
1.1: Executive Summary
In 2019, the City of Lafayette initiated a public
planning process to develop a Historic Preservation
Plan. Since 1979, the city had engaged in significant
efforts to survey and report on its historic resources.
It had established an historic preservation program
as part of its Municipal Code in 1999 and created the
first historic overlay district as part of its development
and zoning code in 2017. This Historic Preservation
Plan is intended to complement these activities by
providing a strategic action plan to guide future historic
preservation activities.
The goals for the project included:

Figure 1: The House Inn, 101 West Cannon Street. Built 1910
(R. Sladek Photo)

1. Work closely with staff, the Historic Preservation
Board, and the community to identify opportunities and issues for historic preservation in Lafayette;
2. Protect and preserve Lafayette’s unique historic and cultural heritage;
3. Create a web-accessible historic preservation plan that is illustrative and succinct;
4. Explore areas where historic preservation can assist economic development and sustainability; and
5. Educate the public about the importance of historic preservation.
Most of all, the Plan’s overall objective is to inspire different stakeholders, including residents, business
owners, developers, and civic organizations, to share in a common ethic and belief that preservation is an
essential element to the future growth and prosperity of the City of Lafayette. It is also intended that this plan
will complement the on-going process for a City of Lafayette Comprehensive Plan.
The Plan is organized into seven sections, initially providing information on the vision and process for
developing the Plan. This is followed by a brief history of Lafayette and a discussion of past surveys of historic
resources. The next section provides further detail on the original townsite and the additions that occurred
as the city grew through new additions and development. A section on education and outreach begins with
a discussion of the value of historic preservation for three key areas: economic development, environmental
sustainability, and community character. This section concludes by offering specific recommendations
for education and outreach activities. The goals and policies section discusses specific policies that are
recommended for implementation, along with a survey and analysis of code sections that apply to historic
preservation.
The Five-Year Action Plan in Section Six provides recommended program activities and timeframes for
their implementation. It should be stressed that this plan does not obligate the community to adopt these
recommendations. They are simply provided as a guide for implementation when resources permit and
City of Lafayette, Colorado
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there is a public consensus on moving the project
forward. In all 18 specific recommendations are
provided, along with 21 more generalized activity
recommendations divided into three implementation
timeframes.

The vision statement for the City of Lafayette, states:
Lafayette’s panoramic view of the Rocky Mountains inspires our view into the future. We value our
heritage, our unique neighborhoods, a vibrant economy, and active lifestyles. We envision a future that
mixes small town livability with balanced growth and superior technologies.

As this Plan is being written, there has been a
significant re-assessment of historic persons and
events. The identification of historic resources
allows a community to assess its past in a context
of growth and change. This assessment is one
that may change with changing perspectives on
historic events. Historians may disagree on the
Figure 2: House at 103 West Cannon Street. Built 1908 (R.
Sladek Photo)
value of historic personages, events, and physical
developments, or revise their opinion with the sprit of the times. However, the preservation of these historic
resources, not unlike historic documents in a library, allows for an assessment and reasoned debate on the
meaning of past events.
On another level, the presence of history represents an exciting diversion from our daily lives and ensures
that a community will have lasting interest for visitors and residents alike. This is reflected in the vision of
Colorado’s state-wide preservation plan, which states:
The benefits that historic preservation can provide to communities of all sizes will serve as the foundation
for promoting historic preservation as a positive movement for Colorado’s future and that of its citizens.
Strengthened appreciation of heritage and historic places will alter the dynamics of communication
and local decision-making toward positive of community identity and economic stimulus. As a result,
community leaders will actively seek to safeguard historic resources. Historic preservation is the natural
means by which to enhance the sustainability and profitability of their communities and define their
collective identities.1
Finally, this Plan was developed during the period of the COVID-19 epidemic, which may have limited the
ability of the public to participate in the development of its recommendations. A number of public participation
activities were undertaken, as described in a subsequent section, and many useful datapoints and comments
were received. However, it is recommended that at some future point in time, when public gatherings are
once again permitted, a celebration of this Plan would take place to inform the community and enlist their
participation in its recommendations.

1

The Power of Heritage and Place: A 2020 Action Plan to Advance Preservation in Colorado (History Colorado, 2015), p. 7.
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Based on this vision, themes and big ideas are further developed. The theme from the City of Lafayette’s
pending Comprehensive Plan Legacy Lafayette, Honoring Our Heritage, Shaping the Future includes a Big
Idea entitled “Historic Heritage” that states the goals:
1. To ensure the protection, rehabilitation, and adaptive reuse of historic resources in the City
2. To integrate the stories of Lafayette’s history in the design of new and existing areas of the community.
The vision for this Historic Preservation Plan, which builds upon the Legacy Lafayette guidance, is:
Lafayette will be a community knowledgeable about preserving its unique history and cultural heritage.
We will be a community proud of its past and ready to share its heritage story with residents and visitors.
We will actively protect and utilize our irreplaceable historic and cultural resources as part of our ongoing
economic and community development strategy.
From this vision, we fundamentally believe the future of Lafayette is connected to the natural resources,
built environment, systems, and human relationships we depend on and appreciate. This envisioned future
supports a balanced and wise stewardship of Lafayette that generations to come will embrace and respect.
As a community, we will call upon this plan to help guide our decisions wisely as we navigate change.

1.3 Purpose of the Historic Preservation Plan
Home is a place of belonging, familiarity, a place where a deeper history can be made. As the memory of
the front steps of your childhood home may recall a time of youth, so can the historic buildings, landscapes,
and neighborhoods of Lafayette recall your belonging to a community. This is a community with a deep and
interesting history that is shared by all, its residents of the past, present and future. Historic preservation
provides this sense of place, reminding us to reflect upon where we came from, who we are today, and who
we hope to become tomorrow.
Historic preservation enables a community to develop beyond being just a collection of streets, houses, and
buildings. It causes a city to become a “palate of place” where the stories of those who came before us can be
retold, of how booms and busts unfolded, where the actions of scoundrels and saints played out, and where
our life can play out today and in the future, enriched by the unique history of Lafayette.
Rather than removing the places of the past and locking historic sites away, historic preservation demands
that new uses be found and that historic sites become vital and active places, complimenting and directing
new development. In this manner, historic preservation plays an important part in the physical organization
of Lafayette. Historic sites become centers of activity. Increased activity translates to opportunities for new
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housing options, economic development, and
innovations that support the long-term sustainability
of this vibrant community.

In Lafayette, there is a widely held appreciation of the City’s history. Broadening the concept of historic
preservation to include neighborhood identification and preservation, as well as the preservation of buildings
and historic sites, the community has shown its concern that the people and the stories that have characterized
the development of the City must be documented and remembered, and that its built heritage should be
protected.

So, why historic preservation? It helps us
celebrate our past through our urban buildings and
neighborhoods, and our rural places, serving as a
foundation for our present community and enhancing
the lives of future generations.

1.4 What is Historic Preservation?
In practice, historic preservation is “the act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the existing
form, integrity, and materials of an historic property.” Choosing an appropriate treatment for a historic building
or landscape is critical.

Specific Goals for the Historic Preservation Plan
The specific goals for Lafayette’s
Preservation Plan include the following:

Historic

•

Protect and preserve Lafayette’s unique
historic and cultural heritage

•

Create a historic preservation plan

•

Figure 3: St. Ida’s Catholic Church, 109 West Cannon Street.
Built 1909 (R. Sladek Photo)

•

Create a community-accessible plan by using plain language and making it illustrative and succinct

•

Provide illustrative graphics and user-friendliness

•

Make the plan web accessible

Work closely with staff, the Historic Preservation Board, and the community to identify opportunities
and issues for historic preservation in Lafayette
•

Engage in an energetic public outreach process

•

Explore areas where historic preservation can assist economic development and environmental
sustainability

•

Educate the public about the importance of historic preservation

•

Help neighborhoods determine their own preservation goals, in concert with the overall City plan

•

Reach traditionally underserved and underrepresented populations in the community

•

Integrate historic preservation into the City’s pending comprehensive plan — Legacy Lafayette.

This Plan has been developed by working with the City of Lafayette planning staff, the Historic Preservation
Board, and dedicated and informed members of the community. Lafayette is a unique community rich in
history, economically vibrant, surrounded by beauty, and poised to create more than another century of
history.
This plan supports a “carrot, not a stick” approach, encouraging property owners to pursue preservation
voluntarily through incentives, as well as balanced regulation that is not heavy- handed. This will ensure
that historic resources continue to function as useable and dynamic assets, and to “honor history while
looking to the future.” Concern that preservation efforts might take away private property rights is common
in every community, and this concern appears to be an important message voiced by some in the Lafayette
community as well.
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•

Preservation focuses on the maintenance and repair of existing historic materials and retention of a
property’s form as it has evolved over time.

•

Rehabilitation acknowledges the need to alter or add to a historic property to meet continuing or changing
uses while retaining the property’s historic character.

•

Restoration depicts a property at a particular period of time in its history, while removing evidence of other
periods.

•

Reconstruction re-creates vanished or non-surviving portions of a property for interpretive purposes.

For more information see: Four Approaches to the Treatment of Historic Properties, National Park Service,
U.S. Department of the Interior: https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/four-treatments/treatment-preservation.
htm
But preservation goes beyond this very prescriptive definition. A significant area of preservation activity also
requires the adaptive reuse of buildings and sites so they are economically viable and can continue to function
as a useful part of the community. To accomplish adaptive reuse, historic preservation requires innovation.
More than patching holes or stabilizing foundations, historic preservation often requires balancing faithful
restoration by upgrading historic buildings with modern technologies so that they can remain attractive,
efficient, and functional for continued use. In this
manner, historic preservation gives us an opportunity
to live in and be a part of our history.
It is the goal of this Plan that in exploring and using
this document, the residents of Lafayette will come
to understand that historic preservation is not an
activity that locks down growth and forward progress.
On the contrary, historic preservation can become
the catalyst of growth and an important feature of
the city’s identity. All great cities have their creation
stories and tales of past decades. By preserving
Lafayette’s historic resources, we are ensuring that
the city’s history remains visible and usable today

Figure 4: Looking east along Simpson Street in front of the
Congregational Church. Note the labeling as “Main Street.”
Circa December 1914 (Lafayette Public Library Collection
Photo)
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and for future generations.
Historic preservation can also aid in the economic development of the downtown areas of Lafayette by
attracting greater tourism. The Lafayette Old Town area offers a significant base of tourism development that
could be enhanced with additional preservation and wayfinding activities. Some examples of cities that have
thriving downtown historic areas would include:
•

Arvada — Olde Town

•

Boulder — Pearl Street Mall

•

Ft. Collins — Old Town

•

Longmont — Main Street

Larimer Square in Denver might be a good example to illustrate that historic preservation is not just a nice
amenity but is the attraction that has facilitated downtown economic growth and business development.
Reusing and repurposing old buildings reinforces the urban pattern and creates nodes of activity. Public
Road and East Simpson Street are good examples of this in Lafayette. It has been shown that preserved
places act as activity generators bringing increased economic development along with new and different
options for housing and commercial space. Historic structures and neighborhoods provide an organically
unique character attractive to many demographic groups, particularly the millennial generation. The 2017
publication, Preservation for a Changing Colorado, documents how historic preservation “strengthens our
economy and our communities.” For more information see: https://www.preservationbenefitscolorado.com/
Historic preservation also supports environmental sustainability. By reusing old buildings, huge inputs of
energy can be avoided, and vast amounts of landfill trash withheld. Additionally, reusing and repurposing
old buildings supports infill in the urban core of communities large and small, as supported by the proposed
comprehensive plan Legacy Lafayette, providing opportunities for revitalizing the original townsite and other
historic areas of the city. This can result in an infusion of housing types and opportunities to attract diverse
generations to our community.

1.5 Public Engagement Activities
As part of the public outreach process for the Historic Preservation Plan, several significant events offered
commentary and data points for this plan. The City’s staff liaison and members of the Historic Preservation
Board (HPB) met with the consultants for a windshield tour of key historic resources, followed by an interview
with the HPB. A public outreach meeting was held at the beginning of the planning process in October 2019
at City Hall, where a presentation was made on the goals of the planning activity and resident comment was
solicited. A resident survey was prepared and hosted on the City’s website in January 2020. The results of
that survey and the public meeting have informed the development of this plan. Specific survey results are
presented in the Appendices. A final public review of the Plan took place in June of 2020 to share plans,
goals, and direction in the plan during the presentation and ask for public input.
Both the HPB interview and the broader residents’ meetings showed significant support for historic preservation
within the community. The HPB looks to expand the range of its activities, particularly with respect to
City of Lafayette, Colorado
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public education, ensuring that surveys of historic
resources are done properly, and looking forward
to the establishment of individual landmarks and
historic districts. They also promote greater financial
incentives for preservation of historic buildings and
stronger regulation of alterations to historic structures.
The public meeting in October 2019 offered comments
that additional neighborhoods should be considered
for their historical importance, in addition to the “Old
Town” area within the original townsite. Residents also
support the establishment of formal historic districts,
increasing public outreach and involvement, and hiring
a full-time City staff person for historic preservation
planning and support activities. More complete notes
on the HPB interview and public meetings can be
found in the Appendices section of the Plan.
The on-line survey also showed significant support for
historic preservation, but clearly indicated that more
information and outreach is needed. For example,
51% of respondents were not aware of the historic
preservation information on the City’s website, 27%
were aware of this information but had not visited the
site, and 22% had visited the site. In response to a
Figure 5 & 6: Public Meeting, October 2019 (R. Sladek
question regarding support for regulatory restrictions
Photo)
on historic properties, 49% responded “don’t know,”
11% responded “no,” and 40% responded “yes.” While this is actually an unusual level of support for
additional regulation, the presence of a substantial plurality being unsure of the value of regulation suggests
that additional outreach is required.
Based on the public engagement activities, two overriding themes relating to historic preservation have
emerged. The primary theme embraces historic preservation in support of neighborhood conservation,
tourism development, and overall community character. A secondary, but equally important theme is a
concern that historic preservation should not inhibit reasonable growth and change within the community or
increase bureaucratic requirements for land use and development activities.
Based on community input, the Historic Preservation Plan supports a balanced approach to ensure that
historic resources continue to function as useable and dynamic resources, and to “honor history while looking
to the future.” Concern that preservation efforts will take away private property rights does not appear to be
an overriding message. However, this concern must be considered as well, and met with information on the
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value of preservation activities and regulation.

Section 2 – Historic Context

There is also an overriding theme relating to the importance of saving historical features of the community.
This is supported by the belief that City government must take the lead in ensuring historic resources are
protected, advocating greater City financial support for preservation activities, and providing for enforcement
of zoning and building regulations. This advocacy includes the creation of more comprehensive and
transparent regulations governing development and demolition of historic resources, and increased levels of
City staffing devoted to historic preservation.

2.1 A Brief History of Lafayette

Figure 7, a “Word Cloud” is presented showing the frequency of certain key words and concepts as they
appeared in the surveys and the initial public meeting. In this Word Cloud, the larger the word, the more
frequently it came up. “Community” is among the most repeated concept, next to “support preservation,” and
this shows the remarkable linkage between preservation and maintaining a sense of community in Lafayette.

While the history of Lafayette is unique to its particular time and place, its birth and development are also
embedded within the larger context of northern Colorado’s history of human settlement. This means that
Lafayette’s heritage is related to many themes, including the early Native presence on the land followed by
the subsequent impacts of exploration and settlement, agriculture and mining, town building and population
growth, commerce and transportation, and the various changes that have occurred to the urban fabric since
the City was founded. All of these impacted the development of Lafayette from the 1800s to the present time.
For millennia, the plains and foothills of northern Colorado were occupied by Paleo-Indian peoples who left
behind archaeological remnants of their presence on the land dating back almost 12,000 years. Starting in
the 1700s and continuing into the 1860s, the region was home to a series of nomadic historic tribes that had
been pushed west and then south as the United States expanded beyond its original thirteen colonies. The
plains of northern Colorado were visited by fur trappers and traders, along with exploration parties between
the 1830s and 1850s. By the time Euro-Americans began to enter the region in larger numbers in the 1860s
in search of gold and land to settle, the predominant tribes residing there were the Arapaho and Cheyenne.
Increasing conflict with settlers and the American government led to the permanent removal of indigenous
peoples from the eastern plains by the end of the 1860s.
Between the 1840s and 1860s, a series of historic events drew a growing number of Euro-Americans into the
frontier and toward the area that would soon become known as Colorado. The opening of the Oregon Trail in
1840 and Mormon Trail in 1847 across southern Wyoming brought migrants very close to Colorado. Traffic
along these trails increased with the beginning of the California Gold Rush in 1849, followed by the discovery
of gold in the Colorado mountains a decade later. The Colorado Territory was established in 1861, with
Boulder County among its first political subdivisions.

Figure 7: Word cloud results from the public engagement survey and initial public meeting.
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As the federal government asserted control over
the western frontier, Congress passed the 1862
Homestead Act to encourage settlement and the Civil
War came to an end three years later. Migration into
Colorado sagged during the war but then exploded
when it ended in 1865. Travel across the open plains of
Kansas and Nebraska was soon aided by completion
of the transcontinental rail line to Cheyenne in late
1867. In 1870, the Colorado Territory was connected
by rail to the rest of the nation when construction was
completed on the Denver Pacific Railway between
Cheyenne and Denver, and the Kansas Pacific

9

Figure 8: An early view looking west on Simpson Street,
oddly named Main Street on the photo. (Lafayette Public
Library Collection Photo)
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Railway between Kansas City and Denver.
The plains of Boulder County, including the area that
would later become occupied by Lafayette, were first
surveyed by the federal government in 1864. That
year, a survey crew led by Hiram Witter measured
the vacant land, dividing it into 640-acre sections that
were further subdivided into smaller quarter sections.
In his field journal, Witter reported that the level prairie
where Lafayette was to emerge was covered in grass
and considered “second rate,” meaning that it would
be good for livestock pasture. Witter also noted the
presence of coal outcrops in the area.

household heating stoves and to fuel steam boilers in Denver and the surrounding region. During this early
period before the railroad arrived, it was transported to Denver on horse-drawn wagons. By the end of the
nineteenth century, much of the coal removed from the Lafayette mines fueled Front Range electric power
plants and manufacturing facilities. Shortly after the turn of the century, it would also be placed into extensive
use in the large sugar factories that were being constructed throughout the region.

Figure 9: The Bell Cheese Factory (Lafayette Public Library
Collection Photo)

Once the land was surveyed, the legal filing of property claims and acquisitions became possible. While
some migrants arrived during the settlement era to seek their fortune in the alpine mining camps, many
others recognized the rich opportunities that awaited them on the undeveloped high plains just east of the
mountains. The region held an abundance of land that could be homesteaded or purchased and developed
into farms and towns. In a semi-arid landscape crossed by rivers and streams that transported snowmelt
out of the mountains, it didn’t take long for ambitious farmers, mutual aid associations, and even for-profit
enterprises to develop irrigation ditches and networks that allowed agriculture to thrive.
From the 1860s on, a flood of applicants submitted paperwork to establish homesteads on the open prairie
north of Denver and east of Boulder, and before long, numerous towns were being established throughout
the area. Colorado entered the Union as the nation’s thirty-eighth state in 1876, laying the foundation for its
future. During the settlement period, it became apparent that the lands south and east of Boulder were not
only good for farming, but also held an untapped resource identified by Native Americans along with early
explorers and land surveyors. This was an extensive coal belt that would soon play a role in the region’s
development. One early indicator of this mineral’s presence was the naming of Coal Creek, which ran
through the countryside south of the future Lafayette townsite.
Population growth in Colorado from the 1860s to the 1880s combined with the development of agriculture
and coal resources to become the decisive factors that led to the founding and settlement of Lafayette. The
region’s coal belt, commonly known as the Northern Coal Field, ran on a southwest to northeast diagonal
for more than twenty miles from Boulder County into Weld County. Not only was coal needed to power
locomotive engines and manufacturing plants, but it was also in high demand as a heating fuel.
Small-scale production in the Northern Coal Field commenced during the gold rush era of the 1860s and then
picked up during the 1880s. For many years, the low-grade lignite coal found there served domestic uses in
City of Lafayette, Colorado
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The first coal mining in the vicinity of Lafayette occurred in the early 1880s along Coal Creek. It spread
from there as prospectors located promising sites on area farms and secured leases to develop mines.
In 1888-1889, following extensive work developing shafts, three coal mines opened for production on
lands leased from farmers James Foote and Mary Miller. Located in close proximity to one another, these
were the Simpson, Spencer, and Cannon mines. With coal production underway and the property owners
receiving royalty payments for every ton removed from the ground, Miller became a prominent force in area
development.
Mary Miller came to Colorado from Iowa in 1863
with her husband, Lafayette, and together they
managed the Rock Creek stage station and saloon
on the Overland Stage Line route, which ran from
Denver north to Wyoming. From the time they
arrived, the Millers purchased various parcels
of agricultural land. Between 1874 and 1878,
they lived in Boulder, where Lafayette operated a
butcher shop. After he died in 1878, Mary relocated
to their acreage in the countryside east of Boulder
and north of Coal Creek. Over the following years
she acquired adjacent parcels and assembled what
came to be known as the Miller Farm. Before the
decade was over, the development of coal mining at
that particular location would lead to the founding of
a new Colorado town.
In January 1888, Mary Miller filed a plat with the
Boulder County Clerk and Recorder for a 37-acre
townsite that she wanted to carve from her farm.
The new community would be named Lafayette in
memory of her husband. After her husband died,
Mary Miller became a dedicated prohibitionist and
liquor sales were banned through a deed restriction
placed upon each property. One year later, Miller

Figure 10: Lafayette and Mary Miller (Lafayette Public Library
Collection Photo)
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filed an amended plat that increased the size of the
townsite to 89 acres. Lafayette was incorporated
in February 1889, with its incorporated boundaries
extended far beyond the original and amended
platted townsite into the surrounding countryside. On
the east side of town were the Simpson, Spencer,
and Cannon mines.

until 1926. In addition to the Simpson, Spencer and Cannon, other mines in the vicinity included the Standard,
Strathmore, Excelsior, Capitol, Gladstone, Columbine, Black Diamond, Mitchell, Pluto, and Vulcan. In 1891,
James Cannon Jr. and John H. Simpson founded a conglomerate known as the United Coal Company. The
firm owned twelve mines but went bankrupt in 1895 and was sold five years later to the Northern Coal &
Coke Company. Cannon founded the Northern Coal Company in 1897, and it owned nineteen coal mines.
In 1911, Northern Coal was sold to the Rocky Mountain Fuel Company, which controlled thousands of acres
of land. The firm operated until it went under in the mid-1940s.

Miller moved into Lafayette in the early 1890s, by which
Figure 11: Simpson Coal Mine (Lafayette Public Library
Collection Photo)
time the town had grown to a few hundred residents.
In addition to selling town lots, she co-founded the
community’s first two banks and served as president of the Lafayette Bank from 1900 until it closed in 1915.
She facilitated construction of the town’s first electric plant and was instrumental in the development of a
flour mill and grain storage facility. Miller also became involved in politics and unsuccessfully ran for several
offices as a representative of the Prohibition Party.

The hundreds of miners and their families who settled in Lafayette represented a variety of ethnic nationalities.
Some were native born and others came to the United States as immigrants. Among the most common in
Lafayette were northern Europeans, including English, Irish, Welsh, Scots, and Germans. The Northern Coal
Field included a sizable number of southern European ethnicities such as Italians, Greeks, and Slovenians, a
few of whom lived in Lafayette. However, they tended to congregate in other coal towns such as Louisville.
Most of the miners were married and although many spoke English, some continued to use their native
languages. Asians and African-Americans were not
welcomed in the mines and consequently did not
settle in the Northern Coal Field’s mining towns. In
addition, supervisory positions tended to be given to
men who spoke English as their native language and
were from Anglo-Saxon backgrounds.

To accommodate the coal mines’ growing shipping needs, Miller’s plat for the townsite included a railroad
right-of-way that ran along the south edge of community. In 1888, she sold the right-of-way to the Denver,
Marshall & Boulder Railroad, which was incorporated into the Colorado & Southern. Rail transportation
encouraged develop-ment of the mines, allowing for the shipment of large quantities of coal to market, and
soon other coal mines opened in the vicinity. In addition to shipping coal, the railroad provided passenger
transportation, allowed area residents to purchase items from catalogues and have them delivered by rail,
and gave farmers a convenient way to ship their agricultural products to market.
With Lafayette’s population booming, a commercial district of one and two-story buildings grew along Simpson
Street and numerous houses were built throughout the townsite. In 1893, the town received another boost
when Miller’s son George platted the Lafayette West addition. Located west of Public Road, liquor sales in
the form of stores and saloons would be permitted there. Streets and alleys were laid out in the open fields,
commercial buildings (many housing bars) appeared
along Public Road, and residences and churches
emerged along the other streets. Mary Miller remained
actively involved in Lafayette real estate, banking, and
politics through the first two decades of the twentieth
century. She died in 1921 in her late seventies.

Figure 12: Colorado & Southern Railroad Station. Circa 1913.
(Lafayette Public Library Collection Photo)
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From the 1880s through the 1940s, the coal companies
operated mines some 200 feet deep underground
below the Lafayette townsite. The Simpson and
Spencer combined in 1893 and remained in operation
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During the 1890s and early 1900s, Lafayette’s
residents experienced a number of improvements to
the town’s infrastructure. These included securing
a reliable domestic water supply through the sinking
of an artesian well and acquisition of ditch water
rights. The ditch water, stored in two reservoirs, was
primarily used for landscape irrigation and to supply
a network of fire hydrants. Early in the morning of
24 January 1900, a fire broke out in the north part
of town and by the end of the day the commercial
district along Simpson Street was in ruins. Most of
the buildings had to be rebuilt, and those that remain
today predominantly date from after the fire.
In 1903, Lafayette was wired for telephone service
and in 1907 a new town hall was constructed. That
same year, the Northern Colorado Power Company
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Figure 13: Shamrock Mine circa 1918. This structure is
typical of mining structures in this period. (Lafayette Public
Library Collection Photo)
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opened a large coal-fired electric power plant
adjacent to Waneka Lake. This facility not only
provided electricity to Lafayette and its coal mines,
but also to all of northern Colorado’s sugar beet
factories, the Denver & Interurban Railroad, and
towns stretching from Boulder to Fort Collins and
Greeley. The plant operated through the late 1940s
and was then demolished.

Lafayette continued to grow during the twentieth century, with a dozen residential additions to the town
during the first decade alone. The commercial center thrived and housed numerous businesses that catered
to consumer needs and interests. Around 1900, the town held approximately 900 residents. That number
increased to about 2,000 ten years later and remained at that level into the early post-WWII years. During the
Great Depression of the 1930s, the Rocky Mountain Fuel Company closed its mines and began liquidating
assets. Other area mines went under over the following years, and between the 1930s and 1950s many
small houses were moved from the mine camps to lots within the Lafayette townsite. The mine shafts were
eventually sealed, and evidence of their surface workings removed, so the properties could be redeveloped.

Figure 14: Northern Colorado Power Company Electric Plant
Because Lafayette was a coal mining town, its
1910. (Lafayette Public Library Collection Photo)
commercial buildings, churches, public buildings,
and housing stock tended to be modest in size and detail. Construction was largely driven by the miners’ low
wages and investments made by the mining companies. Although the houses of mine managers, business
owners and professionals were somewhat larger and more ornate, none of them were ostentatious. Despite
its modest buildings, Lafayette was a tidy, attractive town, with streets lined by sidewalks and trees.

With agriculture and coal production booming, many Lafayette residents were able to afford automobiles
by the 1920s. The introduction of the automobile changed the town as its residents began to commute to
regional mines and towns for work, shopping, and leisure activities. As the number of cars increased, so did
traffic-related injuries and deaths.

The United Mine Workers of America organized Lafayette’s coal miners in the early 1900s and began to
negotiate on their behalf. A general strike broke out in 1910, leading the owners to bring in non-union
strikebreakers. To protect them from attacks by angry union members, the owners constructed numerous
houses close to the mines, surrounding them with protective fencing. Affordable and quick to construct,
many of these simple one-story, wood-frame houses were of a style known today as the “hipped-roof box.”
The houses remained occupied into the 1930s and 1940s, when the mines began to close down.
In the countryside surrounding Lafayette, farm families worked the land, raising wheat and tending to their
livestock. Between the late 1800s and mid-1900s, numerous farmsteads were built and continuously
improved to serve the needs of their owners. In 1903, the Great Western Sugar Company constructed a
massive beet sugar factory in Longmont. The company contracted with farmers and reliably paid cash for
crops. Many farmers switched from growing wheat to sugar beets, and soon the new factory supported both
town and countryside as irrigated sugar beet farming became an economic mainstay alongside coal mining.
Needing a workforce of unskilled agricultural laborers, during the first two decades of the twentieth century,
the Great Western Sugar Company hired immigrant Germans from Russia to harvest beets. Through their
own ambition and hard work, many of them eventually acquired farms of their own and were no longer
available as sugar beet laborers. In the 1920s, the firm turned to seasonal Latino workers from southern
Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, and even Mexico. Similar to the Germans from Russia, a number of them
settled permanently in the Lafayette area, where they acquired property, raised families, and worked in
agriculture, coal mining, and for the railroads. A small number of Japanese families also experienced the
same process. Descendants of these families remain in the community today.
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Automobiles altered the urban fabric as backyard garages were constructed along the alleyways, and filling
stations and service shops began to appear in town, in some cases replacing earlier livery stables. During
the 1930s, a WPA project installed concrete curbing along Lafayette’s still-unpaved streets. The automobile
continued to impact the town as a growing population in the post-World War II decades put increasing
pressure upon traffic flow and the availability of street parking, issues that remain important today. During
this period, the commercial core shifted from Simpson Street to Public Road.
Lafayette weathered World War II in the same way as did other small communities throughout Colorado
and the nation. Residents were forced to comply with the rationing of essential supplies such as gasoline,
sugar, meat, and butter. Scrap metal drives were held in town. Men and women went to work in war-related
industries, primarily in Denver, and a growing number of young men either volunteered or were drafted into
the armed forces. Soon farm laborers were in short supply, but the demand for coal increased and miners
were exempted from military service. As the war drew on, many of the men working in area defense factories
were replaced by women, and coal miners left to find
work in higher-paying and less dangerous fields such
as ship building. By the war’s end, Lafayette had
sent 85 men to the military, 14 of whom were killed
in action.
Following the war, the community returned to a
changed reality. The coal mines were either closed
or on their way out, few jobs were available, and
some of the men and women who had left during
the war decided to resettle elsewhere. For those
who did return or stayed in Lafayette throughout the
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Figure 15: Road Construction on Lincoln Highway, now U.S.
Hwy. 287. Circa 1921 (Lafayette Public Library Collection
Photo)
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Great Depression and war, many were eager to start
families, improve their aging homes or purchase new
houses, and buy new cars. In 1948, a new sewage
disposal plant was completed, and piping began to be
installed that would allow town residents to abandon
their outhouses. Public Service Company also laid
gas lines throughout the community in the early 1950s
to provide the buildings with heat and hot water. The
lack of adequate water supplies would haunt the town
through the early 1990s.
Figure 16: Friendly Market circa 1940. (Lafayette Public
Lafayette’s population and economy changed in the
Library Collection Photo)
postwar years as coal mining disappeared and for a
short time the region reverted back to an agricultural
economy. However, starting in the 1950s the rapid growth occurring in Boulder and metropolitan Denver
pushed Lafayette’s leaders to adapt to the challenges of an evolving community. The Boulder Turnpike was
completed in 1952 and Interstate 25 was constructed north of Denver over the following decade. Together,
these highways altered traffic and development patterns throughout the Lafayette area, spurring changes in
the town and surrounding countryside. Residential development projects began to emerge on the edges of
town in the mid-1950s, where former crop fields would soon hold numerous houses sold to buyers with the
help of FHA loans. Among the earliest of these was a development completed by Shaw Realty of Greeley,
which constructed two- and three-bedroom ranch style houses along South Roosevelt and South Longmont.
Many of these houses remain standing today. Trailer parks also emerged in Lafayette for those residents
who could not afford to purchase stick-built houses.

Change continued to define the postwar decades as the town’s population rose from around 2,100 in 1950
to 3,500 in 1970. In 1955, the telephone system shifted to direct dial and a new Mountain Bell building was
constructed on Simpson Street. With local operators no longer connecting calls, every residence and business
received a telephone book that was updated annually. The fire department was also reorganized during the
late 1950s. In 1960, Lafayette’s streets were paved for the first time, following much controversy over the
establishment of a Special Improvement District. The 1960s also saw the reorganization of Lafayette’s
schools, resulting in improvements to the old high school along Baseline Road and the construction of new
buildings.
In the 1960s and 1970s, Lafayette took steps to adopt modern management, planning, and regulatory
practices. The city government was run by a full-time manager aided by department heads, a modest number
of employees, and volunteer boards and commissions. Much attention was paid to the implementation of
building codes, annexation of additional lands and developments, and working within a balanced budget.
Commerce in town sagged somewhat in the 1970s as several longtime businesses closed or moved away.
City of Lafayette, Colorado
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In addition, the City moved its government offices
away from Simpson Street in the center of town to a
new facility on South Public Road. These changes
worried residents, who feared that the historic core of
Lafayette would never recover.
Between 1970 and the present time, the population of
Lafayette exploded in size, rising from around 3,500
to almost 30,000. This caused the community to
evolve from a town into a city, bringing with it all of the
challenges that accompany such growth.

Figure 17: The Boulder Turnpike, c.1952. This toll road
made travel between Denver and Boulder more efficient
and eventually helped Lafayette evolve into a bedroom
community for commuters. (Daily Camera Photo)

Over the past several decades, Lafayette has risen
to meet the challenges of growth and development.
One of those efforts has involved its historic preservation program, which over the past two decades, has
completed several historic buildings surveys. In addition, the community has a preservation ordinance, an
active and dedicated historic preservation board, 30 designated properties, and support from professional
planning staff. The preservation program highlights the community’s dedication to preserving what is
significant in Lafayette’s built environment for those who live there today and for future generations.

2.2 Sources of Additional Information
An excellent source for information about Colorado archaeology and the prehistoric and historic indigenous
peoples of the eastern plains, including the Lafayette area, is E. Steve Cassells’s book, The Archaeology of
Colorado (1997).
Two excellent books that focus upon the development and impact of coal production in Colorado, including
the Lafayette area, are David A. Wolff’s Industrializing the Rockies (2003) and Lee Scamehorn’s High Altitude
Energy: A History of Fossil Fuels in Colorado (2002).
Three informative books have been written about the history of Lafayette. These are the Lafayette Historical
Society’s Lafayette, Colorado: Treeless Plain to Thriving City, 1889-1989 (1989); James D. Hutchinson’s
Survey and Settlement: Lafayette, Colorado (1994); and Doug Conarroe’s 80026: An Illustrated History of
Lafayette, Colorado, 1829-1929 (2017).

2.3 Past Surveys and the Documentation of Historic Resources
Significant efforts toward the identification and inventorying of historic resources have been undertaken by
the City of Lafayette and historic preservation advocates over the past 40 years. Following is a list of key
historic survey activities, along with a commentary on their status:
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1. The first survey activity occurred in 1979. This project involved a reconnaissance survey that resulted in
the preparation of a formal request for a determination of National Register eligibility for a potential historic
district that would encompass much of the original town of Lafayette east of Public Road. No survey forms
were completed, and the information provided in the request was minimal. While the reconnaissance survey
was completed by a consultant, the request for a determination of eligibility was filed by the Denver district
office of the US Department of Housing and Urban Development. Despite the project’s limitations, the
Colorado State Historic Preservation Office and National Register office in Washington, DC, concluded that
an eligible district was present. However, the district was never established.
2. Later in 1979 through 1980, a comprehensive inventory of sites and buildings was undertaken. This
reconnaissance project resulted in a nine-page document titled “Reference List of Buildings in Lafayette,
Colorado.” Completed by Anne Cramer for the Lafayette Historical Society, the study focused upon properties
in the 100 to 600 blocks of East Cleveland Street and East Simpson Street in the original townsite. The
document provides brief information (no more than few sentences) about each property, focusing entirely on
use and occupancy. No site forms were produced, nothing about architecture, integrity or significance was
included, and there are no sources cited to support the information.
3. Efforts continued from 1979 for the next ten years. Over the course of a decade, the Boulder County
Housing Authority completed the documentation of twenty properties within the eligible Lafayette Historic
District east of Public Road. This work, done by a member of the housing authority’s staff rather than a
preservation professional, resulted in reconnaissance-level forms that provided very little information. The
properties were located on Baseline Road, Chester Street, Emma Street, Cannon Street, Cleveland Street,
Geneseo Street, and Michigan Avenue. The impetus for the work was the county’s interest in utilizing HUD
grants for improvements to the properties.
Under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the properties had to be documented and
analyzed for potential negative impacts to their architectural integrity. The Colorado SHPO then had to be
consulted for concurrence regarding potential effects. Although the level of documentation and analysis was
very thin, the SHPO concluded that none of the plans were expected to result in adverse effects. Because
the quality of these early site forms is poor, they need to be updated to today’s research standards and to
reflect the current physical characteristics of each property.
4. In 1982 through 1983, a thematic survey of coal mining-era buildings was undertaken by the Community
Services Collaborative. This limited thematic survey focusing upon coal mining-era buildings initially included
four houses on East Simpson Street and East Cleveland Street, along with the Congregational Church at
300 East Simpson Street Another property, the residential terrace at 207 East Cleveland Streeet, was added
later on. As a group, the initial properties were designated to the National Register of Historic Places in 1983
and the terrace was added in 1987.
City of Lafayette, Colorado
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Rather than forming a district, this was simply a collection of landmarked buildings that are not adjacent to
one another. The project involved the completion of site forms and a National Register nomination. These
remain useful today and the nomination form may not need to be updated. However, the early site forms need
updating to today’s research standards and to reflect the current physical characteristics of each property.
5. Later in the 1990s an intensive-level survey was undertaken. This project involved the intensive-level
documentation of dozens of historic sites each year throughout unincorporated Boulder County, including
a number in the Lafayette area. Most of these were farms, along with other rural property uses such as
schools and Grange halls. A number of them have been annexed into the City of Lafayette during the years
since they were recorded. Completed by professional historic preservation consultants, the project resulted
in the preparation of numerous site forms that exhibit a high level of quality. However, these are now at
least two decades old, and the documentation should be updated to determine the current status of each
property’s architectural integrity and landmark eligibility. A few of the properties recorded ended up being
landmarked. One of these is the Boulder Valley Grange #131 (5BL408) at 3400 North 95th Street, which was
listed in 1994 in the National Register of Historic Places.
6. In 1999, with funding provided by the City of Lafayette, the Colorado State Historical Fund, and Western
Historical Studies Inc., a more comprehensive survey of the original Lafayette townsite was undertaken.
The goal of this project was to document individual properties and then identify sites and districts within the
original city plat that had the potential to be landmarked by the City of Lafayette and the State and National
Registers of Historic Places. Due to budget limitations, the geographic area of the project involved about
two-thirds of the original town plat bounded by Baseline Road, Cleveland Street, Foote Street and Public
Road. Work began with a reconnaissance of 210 properties in the survey area, providing basic details about
each resource. From that list, 56 properties that appeared to retain adequate architectural integrity were
chosen for intensive-level documentation. The project was completed by a professional historic preservation
consultant.
The intensive-level survey involved fieldwork and the preparation of individual site forms. A number of the
properties were found to exhibit a high enough level of integrity that they were eligible for landmarking. Due
to alterations and infill, it was determined that the project area was not conducive to the establishment of a
cohesive historic district. Instead, several micro districts were recommended, each consisting of between
three and seven properties in close proximity to one another. Other properties could be individually designated
landmarks.
The project report was well-written and included historic contexts, conclusions, recommendations, footnotes,
and a bibliography. The site forms have strengths and weaknesses. While some of the information remains
useful today, they included abbreviated architectural and site descriptions, very little history, and dates of
construction that relied heavily upon county assessor’s records, which are often inaccurate. Integrity analysis
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and significance statements are minimal. Finally, most of the forms contained errors that were corrected in
handwriting by Colorado Historical Society staff.
While the project report remains useful, the site forms need updating to today’s research standards and to
reflect the current physical characteristics of each property. In some cases, this could result in changes to the
individual determinations of eligibility for landmark status. An updated study may also conclude that a historic
district is potentially present in this area. Resurvey of the original Lafayette townsite should be treated as a
priority.
7. An architectural survey of West Lafayette was undertaken in 2001. The goal of this project was to document
individual properties and then identify sites and districts with the potential to be landmarked by the City of
Lafayette and the State and National Registers of Historic Places. Work began with a reconnaissance of
207 properties in the area west of Public Road. The project area was bounded by Geneseo Street, Public
Road, Emma Street and Bermont Avenue. Of those, 41 were chosen for intensive-level documentation. The
project was completed by a professional historic preservation consultant.
The project report is an excellent document, complete with a discussion of methodology, contexts, survey
results and recommendations. It also includes a bibliography, tables, and footnotes. The site forms are
similar in quality to those completed during the 1999 survey, with minimal historic research and analysis, and
errors corrected by the Colorado Historical Society. The study still relied upon dates of construction from the
assessor’s office.
The site forms need updating to today’s research standards and to reflect the current physical characteristics
of each property. In some cases, this could result in changes to the individual determinations of eligibility for
landmark status. An updated study may also conclude that at least one historic district is potentially present
in this area. Resurvey of West Lafayette should be treated as a priority.
8. In 2004, an architectural survey of the Old Town perimeter was completed. The goal of this project was
to document individual properties and then identify sites and districts with the potential to be landmarked
by the City of Lafayette and the State and National Registers of Historic Places. Two specific geographic
concentrations on the edges of the original townsite were the focus of the study. The north survey area was
located north of Baseline Road. and the south survey area was south of Cleveland Street. Both of these
were restricted to the areas east of Public Road. Work began with a reconnaissance of 199 properties. Of
those, 32 were chosen for intensive-level documentation. These were located along Baseline Road, Dounce
Street, Elm Street, Cannon Street, Chester Street, Emma Street, Oak Street and Public Road. The project
was completed by a professional historic preservation consultant.
The project report is an excellent document, complete with a discussion of methodology, contexts, survey
results and recommendations. It includes a bibliography, tables, footnotes, and a detailed listing of properties
City of Lafayette, Colorado
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that are eligible for local landmarking. At the end of the report is a table of historic residents and owners,
although this information was limited to what could be found in the few historic resources that were consulted.
Although the site forms are compliant with state standards in their formatting, they are similar in content and
quality to those completed during the earlier surveys. This includes abbreviated architectural descriptions,
minimal historic research and analysis, and errors corrected by the Colorado Historical Society. The study
still relied upon dates of construction from the assessor’s office.
The site forms need updating to today’s research standards and to reflect the current physical characteristics
of each property. In some cases, this could result in changes to the individual determinations of eligibility for
landmark status. An updated study may also conclude that historic districts are potentially present.
9. In 2008, a survey of commercial and agricultural properties was undertaken. The goal of this project
was to document individual properties and then identify sites with the potential to be landmarked by the
City of Lafayette and the State and National Registers of Historic Places. It was also undertaken to support
city planning efforts in the urban growth area. In addition to the city’s outskirts, properties along Baseline
Road and Public Road were included. Work began with a reconnaissance of 156 properties, conducted
by a student intern from the University of Colorado. As an undergraduate geography student, he had no
experience with historic architecture or historic sites documentation. The information collected was then
reviewed by professional consultant Cathleen Norman, who chose 40 properties for further investigation.
From these, 11 scattered properties were identified for intensive-level documentation. Another 14 that had
been surveyed during the 1990s Boulder County Historic Sites Survey were also identified for re-evaluation
based solely on alterations that might have occurred.
The project report is an excellent document, complete with a discussion of methodology, contexts, survey
results and recommendations. It includes a bibliography, tables, footnotes, and detailed discussion of the
agricultural properties that were re-evaluated. The site forms were compliant with state standards in their
formatting, with fewer corrections made by the Colorado Historical Society than on earlier surveys. In terms
of content, the forms include architectural descriptions and historic information that range from minimal to
moderate. The statements of significance were a bit more substantial. A few of the site forms are missing
from History Colorado’s COMPASS database.
The site forms need updating to today’s research standards and to reflect the current physical characteristics
of each property. In some cases, this could result in changes to the individual determinations of eligibility for
landmark status.
10. In 2011, a Public Road intensive survey was completed. The goal of this project was to document
individual historic properties along Public Road, Lafayette’s main north-south thoroughfare, to assist with the
City’s planning efforts in the Urban Renewal Area. This included the identification of sites with the potential
to be landmarked by the City of Lafayette and the State and National Registers of Historic Places. The
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intensive-level survey involved the documentation of 29 primarily commercial properties, most of them along
the west side of Public Road. The project area runs from about Baseline Road on the north to Spaulding
Street on the south. The project was completed by a professional historic preservation consultant.
The project report is an excellent professional-quality document, complete with extensive discussion of
methodology, contexts, survey results and recommendations. It includes a bibliography, tables, footnotes, and
detailed discussion of the properties that were evaluated. The site forms were also professionally prepared and
include substantial amounts of information. They included substantial architectural descriptions, construction
histories, historical narratives, assessments of integrity, and statements of significance. The study concluded
that a number of properties are eligible for local designation and to the SRHP and NRHP.
The site forms are of such high quality that they would only need to be updated to reflect physical changes to
the buildings and to add historical information about owners and occupants. Also, the site forms do not appear
on History Colorado’s online COMPASS database.
11. Lastly, in 2013, an East Simpson Street survey was completed. The goal of this project was to document
individual historic properties along East Simpson Street, Lafayette’s original east-west commercial and
residential thoroughfare. This included the identification of sites with the potential to be landmarked by the City
of Lafayette and the State and National Registers of Historic Places. The intensive-level survey involved the
documentation of 31 commercial and residential properties. A number of these were resurveys of properties
recorded in 1999. The project was completed by a professional architectural restoration expert rather than a
historian.
Project reports are almost always completed for surveys, but in this case, it is unclear whether one was
written. The site forms are in a somewhat non-standard format but include all of the required fields. As with
some of the earlier surveys in Lafayette, the forms include abbreviated architectural descriptions, construction
histories and property histories. County assessor dates of construction were used as actual years and not
estimates, and very few historic resources were consulted. The statements of integrity and significance
present very thin analysis and in a number of cases their conclusions seem unsupported. The properties
included in this survey will need to be re-recorded at some time to present full architectural descriptions along
with more complete histories, analyses of integrity, and statements of significance.
Taken together, these survey activities represent a significant effort on the part of the City and its historic
preservation advocates to document the historic sites and buildings in the community. Though not always
up to current day standards, these efforts represent a strong basis for the establishment of potential historic
districts and the landmarking of eligible properties. A chart describing these survey activities, consultants
involved, and funding sources appears in the Appendices of this Plan.
Recommendation 2.3a: Review and update historic resource surveys as needed and identified in the
analysis above.
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Section 3 – Identification of Historic Areas
3.1 Original Lafayette Townsite
This core historic area of the city was platted on 3
February 1888 by Mary Miller and includes the original
downtown commercial thoroughfare along East
Simpson Street as well as the surrounding residential
streets. The townsite extends from Baseline on the
north to Emma Street and the diagonal Colorado &
Southern Railroad right-of-way on the south (this
was vacated in the 1930s), and from Foote Avenue
on the east to Public Road on the west. Within this
area are blocks 1 to 20 and A to L. The Simpson
Mine was on the east edge of town, east of Foote
Avenue. The primary streets onto which most of
the buildings face run on an east-west axis, with
the intersecting streets running north-south. Each
block includes oversized lots and an east-west alley
lined by accessory buildings such as garages and
sheds. The streets were named by Mary Miller to
commemorate personal associations, and they are
lined by concrete and sandstone sidewalks along
Figure 18: Original Townsite
with mature trees. Some of the residential lots were
also bordered by wrought iron fences, some of which have survived to the present time.
With the flourishing of nearby coal mines, Lafayette grew rapidly, and a commercial district emerged in the
300 and 400 blocks of East Simpson Street. Aside from a handful of brick commercial blocks, most of these
early buildings were wood frame structures with false fronts. Most were destroyed in the fire of 1900, after
which new buildings were constructed on the properties. A number of these remain standing today, including
several false-front buildings. The original townsite also held a small number of community buildings such
as the Congregational Church (now the Mary Miller Theater), Methodist Church, Lafayette City Hall, and the
Miners Union Hall.
During the first several decades of the twentieth century, Lafayette began to grow toward the west across
Public Road and north across Baseline Road, expanding beyond the original platted townsite. Public Road,
also designated US Highway 287 at that time, was centrally located in the expanding community and that
street emerged as a new commercial district that eventually eclipsed Simpson Street. Today East Simpson
Street is no longer the bustling commercial center that it was historically, although it continues to be occupied
by a number of small businesses and social service agencies.
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Many of the houses constructed in the original Lafayette townsite reflect the town’s early demographics,
which were heavily weighted toward blue-collar coal miners, their families, and the merchants who served
their consumer needs. While single miners often lived in boarding houses or rented rooms in family homes,
many got married, purchased modest houses, and raised families of their own. A good number of these
houses started as 20’ x 20’ four-room cottages. Others were narrower with footprints closer to 14’ x 32’.
Wood was the predominant building material, with a much smaller number of masonry buildings present in
the town.
During the years when the mines were closing, between 1910 and the 1940s, some residents acquired the
small two and four-room houses the companies had erected near the mines and moved them onto vacant
lots within the original townsite and its surroundings. A good number of these were enlarged over the
following years to add living space and restrooms. Today these houses are scattered across Lafayette, and
several remain within the original townsite.
While the original townsite continued to serve as the commercial and residential core until the 1960s, many
business enterprises began to locate or relocate along the main thoroughfares of Baseline Road and Public
Road. Simpson Street eventually lost its place as the community’s main commercial hub, and the post office
and city hall were moved to new locations on Public Road. For a number of years, the ongoing affordability
of houses in the original townsite made it an attractive location for retirees, blue-collar workers, and young
couples and families looking for their first homes. With property values rising throughout all of Boulder
County in the late 20th and early 21st centuries, the small houses in the original townsite have become more
expensive than in the past. Still, this area of the city is its birthplace and remains a focus of preservation
efforts in Lafayette.

3.2 West Lafayette
The area generally known as West Lafayette encompasses around 160 acres and consists of several
additions and subdivisions that were platted between the early 1890s and 1980s. This part of the City is
bordered on the north by the east-west alley north of Geneseo Street, on the south by Emma Street, on the
east by Public Road, and on the west by Bermont Avenue.
The small West Lafayette Addition was platted in 1893, and its two-block length along Public Road was
mostly occupied by saloons. The rest of the land west of Public Road continued to be used as cropfields
for another decade, until population growth and demand for new housing pushed development to begin in
earnest. Between 1907 and 1910, more than sixty houses emerged along the newly laid-out streets. The
houses in West Lafayette were joined by St. Ida’s Catholic Church in 1907 and the First Baptist Church in
1912, indicating that the area would emerge as an attractive residential district outside of the city’s original
core.

Still actively involved in real estate and town
development, the astute Mary Miller took early
advantage of the opportunities presented by Lafayette’s
economic boom and increased demand for housing.
In 1904, she filed a plat for Millers’ First Addition, which
was followed two years later by a Second Addition.
What spurred development starting in 1907 was the
completion that year of the Northern Colorado Power
Company’s new plant one mile west at Waneka Lake.
The facility provided electric power to the Denver
& Interurban streetcar line and numerous cities
and towns along the northern Front Range, greatly
increasing the demand for coal. In 1907, Miller and
her family platted three more additions west of Public
Road that were designated Mountain View Additions
1, 2 and 3. The 50’ x 140’ lots there were sold through
their West Lafayette Investment Company. Several
local builders secured contracts for the construction
of homes.

Figure 19: West Lafayette

Throughout the first several decades of the twentieth century, most of the residents of West Lafayette were
miners and small business owners, together with their families. Consequently, the housing stock consisted
of modest wood-frame residences, along with accessory buildings such as garages and sheds. Construction
came to a virtual standstill due to the miners’ strike of 1910 to 1914, followed by America’s involvement
in World War I. Although two dozen houses were constructed during the 1920s and 1930s, development
remained sparse until after World War II. Because the area held so many vacant residential lots, West
Lafayette also became the recipient of a number of small wood-frame houses that were moved there from
the coal mining camps as well as from the original townsite. Two houses also came from the grounds of the
Northern Colorado Power Company electric plant after it closed in the 1940s.
While West Lafayette holds numerous modest houses dating from the first half of the twentieth century and
the city’s coal-mining economy, it is estimated that around one-third of the homes there were constructed
between 1945 and 1970. Many of these have not been documented or individually evaluated for their
possible significance and landmark eligibility. There may be historic district potential in some areas of West
Lafayette.

3.3 Public Road
Because of the anti-liquor clause that Mary Miller inserted into every property deed within the original townsite,
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several lots along the west side of the unpaved county road that became
known as Public Road were initially developed with saloons and liquor
stores. These were concentrated in the small West Lafayette Addition,
primarily between Baseline and Cleveland, on lots that faced onto the
county road. All of the liquor businesses closed with the enactment of
Prohibition in Colorado in 1916, several years before the nation went
dry, and the buildings that housed them shifted to new commercial uses.
In addition to those early businesses, a number of the properties along
Public Road were initially developed with residences located within the
original Lafayette townsite and in West Lafayette.
Starting in the mid-1910s, the character of Public Road began to change
as that thoroughfare became part of the Colorado Loop of the nation’s
first transcontinental auto route, the Lincoln Highway, which ran from
New York City to San Francisco. Located along the length of the route
Figure 20: Public Road
that connected Denver with Wyoming, Lafayette began to see increased
traffic on Public Road. In the mid-1920s, the federal government assigned numerical designations to the
growing system of two-lane federal highways, and Public Road became part of US Highway 287. Along
with an increase in traffic, commercial activity along Public Road was increasingly shaped by auto-related
businesses.
Improved roads such as US Highway 287 attracted regional and cross-country travelers and freight haulers,
and wherever there was a town of any size these routes were soon lined by gas stations, auto repair shops,
motor courts, and drive-in restaurants. These types of businesses emerged along Public Road during the
late 1910s and 1920s, although new development slowed considerably during the Great Depression and
World War II years. After Prohibition was repealed in the early 1930s, taverns returned to the area, many
of them offering meals as well as drinks. While these and other businesses from the pre-WII era are now
gone, some of the buildings remain standing today. However, a number have been remodeled and no longer
look like they did decades ago.
Following WWII, Americans hit the roads in their new automobiles and with disposable income available for
leisure activities following years of deprivation caused by the Great Depression and war. The Modern Motel
at 205 North Public Road opened in 1948 and was one of the new businesses that catered to auto tourists
passing through Lafayette. Auto-related businesses thrived during the late 1940s and 1950s, and for those
located along Public Road this was a boom period. The Boulder Turnpike opened in 1952, drawing some
traffic away from US Highway 287 and Public Road as travelers between Denver and Boulder had a faster
route available. Despite this, US Highway 287 continued to serve as a primary route north from Denver for
several more years, passing through Lafayette as well as Longmont, Berthoud, Loveland, Fort Collins and
then into Wyoming.
City of Lafayette, Colorado
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The completion of Interstate 25 from Denver to Cheyenne in the late 1950s and early 1960s diverted more
auto traffic away from US Highway 287, leaving Lafayette and other small cities to wither from lack of business.
Starting in the 1950s and 1960s, many of the commercial buildings along Public Road had their facades
remodeled and “modernized.” In many cases, this work obscured or even erased their original architectural
details in an attempt to make them attractive to new occupants and customers. During the 1950s, the City
of Lafayette launched a campaign designed to improve the community’s infrastructure. This included the
installation of sidewalks and sewers, along with improvements to the still unpaved streets. Paving and the
construction of curbs and gutters continued through the 1960s and early 1970s.
Public Road would continue to serve as the main north-south route through Lafayette until 1996 when
Highway 287 was rerouted. The Colorado Department of Transportation constructed the US Highway 287
Bypass west of Lafayette in 1996, again diverting regional traffic away from Public Road. Although this
project removed non-local traffic and quieted the street, Public Road today has experienced a resurgence.
It is now lined by numerous businesses and several former residences converted to commercial uses, all
serving the community’s growing population. Some of the residences that face onto the east-west streets but
are close to Public Road remain in use as homes, likely due to zoning restrictions. The City has engaged in
improvements that beautified the thoroughfare, and it has evolved into Lafayette’s attractive and popular “Main
Street.” Several of the properties along Public Road have been identified as eligible for local landmarking,
and for designation to the State Register and National Register of Historic Places.

3.4 Early Plats & Additions
Beyond the developments discussed above, Lafayette expanded beyond the original townsite and West
Lafayette during the decades between the 1890s and 1930s through a number of now-historic plats and
additions to the city. These included the following:
Excelsior Place Addition (1893) – Named for an area coal mine and platted by the United Coal Company,
this small addition is located north of Baseline Road, northeast of the original Lafayette townsite and east
of Finch Avenue. Originally platted to include eight square blocks, only
the southern three of these (5, 7 & 8) close to Baseline were developed.
Today the addition holds an eclectic collection of historic and non-historic
houses, some of them constructed in recent years. The historic houses
are modest in size, reflecting their construction and early occupancy
during the mining era. Some may have been moved there from other
locations. The area appears to have been compromised as a potential
historic district by the extent of non-historic infill that has occurred in
recent decades.
Lafayette Cemetery (1901) –The city cemetery is located one block
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Figure 21: Excelsior Place Addition
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west of Public Road on the northeast corner of Baseline Road and
North 111th Street. Established in 1891, this public burial ground was
incorporated into the City of Lafayette ten years later. It remains in use
today and is filled with numerous gravemarkers and mature landscaping.
The site was designated a local landmark in 2008. Also found there is a
monument, dedicated in 1989, to the six miners killed in the 1927 strike
at the Columbine Mine.
First Union Addition (1904) – Named after the Union Pacific Railroad,
the company that owned and platted the subdivision, this addition is
located north of Baseline Road and the original Lafayette townsite. It
Figure 22: Lafayette Cemetery
is also just east and northeast of the 1928 Lafayette High School, which
occupies a property that was originally set aside as a city park. The subdivision was incorporated into
the town limits and originally consisted of nine square blocks, with the three northern ones as half-blocks.
Situated in its southwest corner, block 3 became the site of the 1904 Baseline School. The building burned
down in the 1960s. Today that block remains part of the former Lafayette High School property to the west.
Blocks 1 to 6 (excluding 3) were developed during the first half of the twentieth century with numerous houses.
Modest in size and style, these reflect their simple construction and early occupancy during the mining era.
Around fourteen of the historic houses were moved there from other locations, making this a primary area
in the City for relocated homes. One small house at 309 East Elm Street was creatively expanded with the
addition and repurposing of a historic railroad car that remains visible on the front of the property.
During the 1950s and 1960s, a number of ranch-style houses emerged
in the addition as infill on vacant lots. In recent years, both sides of Elm
Street have been developed with a series of modern houses, including
the three half-blocks (7-9) north of the street. In addition to residences,
the addition held a couple of important businesses. These included the
Monarch Steam Laundry at 411 East Oak Street and the Home Dairy next
door at 409 East Oak Street. In 1937, the owners of the dairy acquired
the laundry building and converted it into a creamery that remained in
operation until 1954. These buildings remain standing today. The nonhistoric infill that has occurred in this addition appears to be concentrated
around its perimeter, and it is possible that the area may merit district
designation.

Figure 23: First Union Addition

Industrial City First Addition (1906) – This small four-block addition was adjacent to the Strathmore coal
mine. It appears to have been named for Lafayette’s coal mining industry and is located southeast of the
original townsite. It was historically bounded by the Colorado & Southern Railway right-of-way on the north,
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Emma Street on south, Foote Avenue on the east, and Michigan Avenue
on the west. The rail line is long gone, and today the northern boundary
of the addition is just south of Cannon Street. The addition was platted
by attorney John Barnd and was located in the vicinity of several coal
mines, with the Strathmore Mine being the closest. Rather than being
developed with industrial uses, numerous small houses occupied by
miners and their families emerged on the addition’s residential lots.
Many of those date from the period prior to World War II and remain
standing, along with infill from the 1950s and 1960s. A small number of
residences appear to have been erected in the late 1900s, along with
several manufactured homes. The former Colorado & Southern right-ofway was developed with ranch houses in the 1960s.

City

Figure 24: Industrial City First
Addition

Industrial City Second Addition (1907) – This addition is located west
of Public Road and south of the historic Mountain View Additions. It
was platted by attorney John Barnd and his partner James Miller. The
addition is generally bounded by Emma Street on the north, Spaulding
Street on the south, Public Road on the east, and Bermont Avenue on
the west. Consisting of sixteen blocks divided by streets and alleys,
the area is distinct from the rest of the historic city in its layout. This is
because its north-south alleys resulted in an alignment of the numerous
residential lots to face east and west. While a few of the houses were
built prior to World War II, much of the addition’s development occurred
Figure 25: Industrial City Second
in the postwar era. Shaw Realty of Greeley built fifty small ranch-style
Addition
houses along Longmont Avenue and Roosevelt Avenue during the
1950s. Many others date from the 1960s to the 1980s. South of Spaulding Street, the houses were mostly
constructed in the past few decades. Older houses and a few commercial properties face onto Public Road.
Sage Tract and Hodgson Addition (circa 1907) – This small adjoining
tract and addition are located in the narrow east-west area south of
Emma Street and the original townsite. Just one property deep, they
stretch from east of Finch Avenue on the east to Harrison Avenue on
the west. The lots there are mostly occupied by small historic houses,
along with a very small number of modern ones dating from the past few
decades.

Figure 26: Sage Track and Hodgson
Addition

Highland Subdivision (1906) & Hopkins Subdivision (1907) – These two small adjoining residential and
commercial subdivisions are located along the south side of Baseline Road west of Public Road. To the east
and west of Cornelius Street, they are occupied by commercial properties that face onto Baseline that include
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both historic and non-historic buildings. Historic houses are also present
along Baseline west of the motel and 111th Street. The subdivisions are
bordered by an alleyway on the south.
Willoughby Tract (1907) – Named for the Willoughby Mine, this tract
was platted for lands southeast of Lafayette and the Industrial City First
Addition. It was to occupy the area now bounded by Emma Street on the
north and 120th Street on the east. The tract was to be bisected by the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad. Despite these plans, the property
was never developed as planned and nothing that is historic remains of
it today.

All surface evidence of coal production has also been erased.

Figure 27: Highland & Hopkins
Subdivision

3.5 Agricultural Areas
The City of Lafayette started out in the late 1800s as a small coal-mining
town located in an existing farming district and it remained relatively
small into the middle decades of the 1900s despite some expansion.
Agricultural and coal mining lands surrounded the community throughout
this period. In addition to coal extraction, dryland and irrigated farming
supported the area’s economy as rural families raised livestock, produced
Figure 28: Willougby Track
milk, and grew fruit, vegetables, hay and grain crops. These products
were marketed locally and in Denver, and dairy production was aided by a creamery that operated for years
in Lafayette. While surface coal mining works were evident in several locations, it was really underground
where the mines extended throughout the area. Far more evident on the surface were the many farms that
occupied the land. Lafayette’s environs remained in agricultural production for decades, from approximately
the 1880s through the 1960s, with farmsteads and cropfields scattered across the countryside. A greatly
decreased number of those farms remain in production today, and the few that survive are experiencing
development pressure.
Over the past fifty years, population growth and suburban development in the Denver-Boulder metropolitan
area greatly reduced farm production along with many of the sites associated with agriculture. As property
values increased and development pressure grew, many cropfields were left fallow and then purchased
by developers. In recent decades, a number of residential subdivisions have been constructed around
Lafayette, eliminating farmland and resulting in the demolition of historic farmsteads. This trend was spurred
in large part during the post-WWII decades by the availability of good-paying jobs, some of them with hightech companies, combined with regional transportation projects. These included the completion of Interstate
25 and the Boulder Turnpike in the 1950s and the US 287 Bypass in the 1990s. Over the past fifty years,
many of Lafayette’s historic agricultural properties have been replaced with country homes, residential
subdivisions, commercial developments, landscaped parks and recreational fields, and public open spaces.
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Scattered around Lafayette today are the area’s remaining farmsteads, along with remnants of pastures and
cropfields and related agricultural features such as barns and other outbuildings. The Domenico Farm, for
example, is located at 10315 West Baseline Road. Actively operated by the Domenico family from 1892 to
1964, the intact, but slowly deteriorating farmstead remains standing today and is a good example of the
community’s agricultural heritage. The Swinburg Farm at 450 South 112th Street has been bisected by
the US Highway 287 Bypass, yet its farmstead remains standing. Other agricultural properties of historical
importance include the Doc Riley Farm at 1385 North 95th Street, the Ewing Farm on 95th Street north of
Prairie Ridge Drive, and the Lafayette Feed & Grain Elevator at 816 East Baseline Road.
During the 1990s, professional consultants were engaged by Boulder County to document a number of rural
properties in the unincorporated areas in the vicinity of Lafayette. Among these were historic farms that have
been annexed or may be annexed in the coming years. These included properties such as the Arapahoe
Hill Farm at 10282 Arapahoe Road, Baessler Property at 9075 West Baseline Road, Beauprez Farm at 742
95th Street, and the Miles Farm at 8912 Arapahoe Road. Most have been determined to be eligible as local
landmarks. In 2003, the Shannon Farm at 1341 North 95th Street was listed in the National Register of
Historic Places. In 2019, the Waneka Centennial Farm at 12076 Baseline Road was acquired by the City of
Lafayette in conjunction with Boulder County. Today this historic property is a public open space complete
with an extensive farmstead along with a buffer of crop fields.
One other type of often overlooked historic resource is located in the Lafayette urban growth area. These are
the structures associated with historic agricultural irrigation and include both ditches and reservoirs. Running
through the area are segments of the South Boulder Canyon Ditch, Goodhue Ditch, Highline Lateral, and
the McGinn Ditch. Also found in or close to Lafayette are Waneka Lake, Prince Lake No. 1, Erie Lake,
Marfell Lakes, and a small number of unnamed farm ponds. These resources are recognized today as
important elements of any area’s developed agricultural heritage and they should be documented to record
their physical characteristics and histories.

3.6 Post-War and Mid-Century Development
Following World War II, the nation shifted to a peacetime economy, veterans sought to reestablish their
civilian lives, and a population boom commenced. Most of Lafayette’s coal mines had already closed or were
about to, and the city’s economic mainstay disappeared, leaving each household to find work elsewhere.
The town entered a quiet period in its history, but it would not last long. Beginning in the 1950s, economic
expansion and rapid population growth along the Front Range caused Lafayette to experience a new phase
of growth and development that continued through the end of the century and into the next.
During the first two decades after the war, the city’s commercial district shifted from the mining-era downtown
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along East Simpson Street to the main north-south thoroughfare known as Public Road. Some local
businesses closed as they found it increasingly difficult to compete with the region’s growing number of large
stores and shopping centers. The post office and city offices eventually moved out of the original townsite
to new locations along Public Road between Emma Street and South Boulder Road. Several of the historic
commercial buildings and the businesses they housed were lost to fires. Commerce drew south toward the
intersection of Public Road and South Boulder Road, and today that area distant from the historic core is
busy with traffic and activity.

religious facilities launched expansions, modernizations, and new construction. The First Baptist Church
built a large addition to its building in West Lafayette. In 1954, the historic St. Ida’s was replaced with a
larger building and renamed the Church of the Immaculate Conception. Mountain Bell shifted to a direct dial
telephone system in 1955, laid off its local operators, and constructed a new switching equipment building
at Simpson Street and Gough Avenue. Home delivery of mail was started that same year by the post office.

Regional transportation projects of the 1950s, including the construction of US Highway 34 and Interstate 25,
also began to impact the city’s development. Within a short period of time, it became possible for Lafayette
to serve as an affordable bedroom community for breadwinners commuting to jobs throughout the larger
Denver-Boulder metropolitan area. Population growth along the entire Front Range increased the need for
housing, and Lafayette began to expand beyond its prewar size. Completion of the US Highway 287 Bypass
in the 1990s also brought change to the community as it drew traffic away from the town center and facilitated
growth in the surrounding subdivisions that began to crop up in the late 20th and early 21st centuries.

on Bermont Street. The 1925 Lafayette High School closed in 1972 and its students sent to a much larger
facility that had just been completed southwest of town. Known as Centaurus High School, the new building
was shared with students from nearby Louisville. This was a blow to locals who had taken pride in their
hometown high school, and for a time the change challenged Lafayette’s sense of its distinctive identity.

During the post-WWII era, VA and FHA loans provided veterans and others with the financing they needed to
buy houses for their growing families, with payments made in installments. One of the most efficient ways to
build new residences was to make use of vacant lots in areas with existing infrastructure. Between the late
1940s and the 1970s, a number of new houses emerged in the original Lafayette townsite, in West Lafayette,
and in the city’s other early additions and subdivisions. Different from prewar housing, many of these were
modest, utilitarian, wood-frame, ranch-style houses featuring horizontal massing with gabled roofs, small
front porches, large picture windows, wood siding, basement recreational rooms, and rear patios that were
oriented to backyard living. Attached garages that faced the streets became ubiquitous during this period,
with the earliest of these built to accommodate just one car. As time passed and families could afford an
additional automobile, new homes built with two-car garages became available.
Public infrastructure received several boosts during the postwar years. By the late 1940s, the town still had
a number of unpaved streets with few sidewalks, coal was burned as a heating source, and none of the
houses had indoor restrooms. Behind the houses, the alleyways were lined by detached garages along with
coal sheds and outhouses. Around 1950, Public Service Company began laying gas lines throughout the
community and one by one the houses, commercial buildings and other facilities connected to the system
and installed furnaces and hot water heaters. A sewer system was also developed, and property owners
were given five years to install bathrooms and abandon their outhouses. In 1960, the streets were paved
for the first time and sidewalks installed throughout the community. The public water system dating from the
early 1900s was grossly inadequate for the community’s needs and continued to challenge city leaders and
residents until it was modernized around 1980.
To meet the needs of a growing population, several of the city’s public services and utilities along with
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Lafayette was experiencing an increase in the number of families with young children, and the need for
modern educational facilities soon became apparent. In 1964, the new Lafayette Elementary School opened

Residential growth continued throughout the post-war era with infill on vacant lots and the development of
new neighborhoods around the perimeter of town. Many historic homes were remodeled and expanded with
additions, some now historic themselves, that provided more living space. In addition to the houses built by
Shaw Realty in West Lafayette, others cropped up along the east and south edges of the original townsite.
Some of these were located toward the east ends of Simpson Street and Cleveland Street. By 1970, most
of the previously vacant lots in the original townsite and West Lafayette were developed.
Many other houses were built in the Industrial City Second Addition south of Emma Street and west of
Longmont Avenue. These included single-family homes and duplexes dating from the 1960s and 1970s
along streets such as Carole Avenue, Bermont Avenue, and Bermont Drive. In addition to the many
traditional one-story ranch style houses of the period, the area contains a number of split-level homes with
raised basements. Most of these were more substantial in size than the pre-war houses built in Lafayette.
Reflecting the community’s growing post-war prosperity, they typically included brick facing and two-car
garages.
The Sherwood Village subdivision southeast of town developed in the early 1970s. This is located south
of South Boulder Road one-half-mile east of Public Road. Situated along Robin Hood Street, some of
the houses are small wood-frame, ranch-style buildings and others are cheaply built attached two-story
townhomes. Manufactured home parks were also established in Lafayette to provide housing options for
low-income residents. The first of these was the Skylark Mobile Home Park east of Public Road and north of
Spaulding Street. Around 1970, the Arbordale Acres Mobile Home Park was developed to the east. Some
of the mobile home units appear to date back to the 1960s, or even 1950s, and remain standing today.
Since the 1980s, Lafayette has grown tremendously as it expanded into the surrounding agricultural lands
with numerous residential subdivisions developed to accommodate an increasing population. This trend
appears bound to continue for the foreseeable future.
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Section 4 – Education and Outreach
4.1 Value of Historic Preservation
Historic Preservation and Economic Development
The economic benefits of historic preservation have
been widely proven in Colorado and across the nation
for decades. Since the early “Main Street” movement
- a role model program in downtown revitalization
begun in the 1970s - historic preservation has grown
to become a fundamental tool for strengthening
communities and an effective method to achieve a
wide range of public goals. Small business incubation,
affordable housing, sustainable development,
neighborhood stabilization, commercial district
revitalization, job creation, promotion of the arts and
culture, small town renewal, and heritage/cultural
tourism are established examples of preservationenhanced, “place-based” economic development.

Figure 29: House at 201 West Cannon Street (R. Sladek
Photo)

A 2017 report by Clarion Associates titled Preservation for a Changing Colorado: The Benefits of Preservation
provides that:
...every $1 million spent on historic preservation in Colorado leads to $1.03 million in additional spending,
14 new jobs, and $636,700 in increased household incomes across the state. And preservation will
continue playing an important role over the next 50 years, helping local communities adapt to trends that
will bring significant changes to Colorado. Larger economic trends also are changing the ways in which
Coloradans work, and preservation is providing new spaces for creative communities and co-working.
Numerous seminal studies over the last 30+ years, including the 2011 PlaceEconomics report titled Measuring
Economic Impacts of Historic Preservation: A Report to the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,
supports these findings regarding historic preservation’s role in economic development:
•
•
•
•
•
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Historic preservation helps enhance cultural vitality and identity, which in turn works to attract tourists,
inspire community-based volunteerism, and increase tourism employment;
Increases the demand for labor and increases business for local suppliers;
Effectively targets areas appropriate for public intervention;
Creates jobs in short term construction and long-term occupancy;
Increases tax bases and property values;
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Reusing buildings and existing infrastructure often reduces overall project and maintenance costs;
Preservation activity can impact and encourage private investment in an area by demonstrating public
commitment to a district or neighborhood;
Historic tax credit programs can encourage and stimulate historic preservation activity. Tax incentives,
which Colorado has embraced with two state historic tax credit programs, attracts businesses and
home buyers to older urban areas and historic districts, encouraging the reuse of old buildings rather
than adding to suburban sprawl with new buildings;
Historic preservation is an effective planning policy to combat urban blight, reduce crime, and address
affordable housing issues.

Among the major findings on historic preservation’s
role in sustainability, reported in the SavingPlaces
research policy Older Smaller Better are:
•

Recommendation 4.1a: State Historic Tax Credit programs should be promoted to stimulate historic
preservation activity and economic development in Lafayette. Provide a website link to the tax credits
page on the History Colorado website https://www.history Colorado.org/preservation-tax-credits
Historic Preservation and the Environment
•
Sustainability has come to mean more than merely being responsive to environmental issues. Historic
preservation is at the core of the three pillars of sustainability: social, economic, and environmental.
Preservation as an exercise in sustainability began with the architect Carl Elefante stating that “the greenest
building is the one that already exists.” This is not merely a pronouncement heralded by preservationists and
environmentalists alike. The “greenest building” speaks to the value of embodied energy vs. the economic
and environmental impacts of material extraction, energy costs of hauling, constructing, and deconstructing,
and landfill wastelands loaded with unused – and often toxic – building materials. The very nature of retaining,
recycling, reusing, and repurposing buildings is both environmentally and economically responsible.
Sustainability, within the context of historic preservation,
connects current generations to the legacy that historic
places leave for the future by encouraging adapted
reuse. Beginning in the mid-20th century, historic
preservation has been directly aligned with socially
equitable and strong, resilient neighborhoods. Cities,
including Lafayette, are competitive marketplaces
vying for a talented workforce. Nationwide, cities
of unique distinction – ones that champion healthy
living, vibrant neighborhoods, and environmental
sustainability – most often attract talented workforces
and innovative commerce.
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All across America, blocks of older, smaller
buildings are quietly contributing to robust
local economies and distinctive, livable
communities. Numerous studies, reports, and
research analysis demonstrate the unique and
valuable role that these older, smaller buildings
play in the development of sustainable cities.
Established neighborhoods with a mix of older,
Figure 32: Lafayette High School, constructed in 1925. (R.
smaller buildings perform better than districts
Sladek Photo)
with larger, newer structures when tested
against a range of economic, social, and environmental outcome measures.
Buildings are more than their individual components. The design, materials, type of construction, size,
shape, site orientation, surrounding landscape, and climate all play a role in how buildings perform.
Historic building construction methods and materials often maximize natural sources of heating,
lighting, and ventilation to respond to local climatic conditions. The key to a successful rehabilitation
project is to identify and understand any lost original and existing energy-efficient aspects of the
historic building, as well as to identify and understand its character-defining features to ensure they
are preserved. The most sustainable building may be one that already exists. Thus, good preservation
practice is often synonymous with sustainability. For more information: https://forum.savingplaces.
org/act/research-policy-lab/older-smaller-better

Recommendation 4.1b: It is recommended that the City of Lafayette establish a robust information
program on the rehabilitation and restoration of older structures within the community. This program
would include information on the environmental benefits of rehabilitation rather than a scrapeand-replace ethic. In the same way that most people understand the benefits of recycling as much
household trash as possible, the environmental benefits of preservation should be made clear. This
recommendation has been carried forward to the Action Item List in Section 6.
Historic Preservation and Community Character/Quality of Life

Figure 31: First Baptist Church, 200 East Cleveland Street
built 1912. (R. Sladek Photo)

Human memories are grounded in place. How each of us experiences the built environment is shaped in our
longstanding awareness that old places have touched our lives and remain close in our memories. People
have a deep existential need to be rooted in time. Of the myriad ways we perceive history, the most profound
is through the built environment. It is the most readily visual experience about human existence.
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Fundamentally, good architecture is not simply how it
looks, but how we feel about it and the way it allows us
to act, behave, think, and reflect. We are a community
fully present with our geography – with eons of
exposed time readily accessible to see, touch, smell,
walk on, and witness up close. We value our ancient
vistas just as we value our durable, sustainable, and
beautiful historic places. These are the places that
enrich our quality of life.
Community leaders and concerned residents have
voiced increasing concern about insensitive changes
Figure 32: Pascoe House, 103 East Simpson Street (R.
taking place locally. These include demolition,
Sladek Photo)
partial demolition, alterations, larger-scale additions,
incompatible infill development, neglect, deterioration or abandonment, public works alterations, and rezonings that often impact the longstanding character or pedestrian scale of a neighborhood. They also
recognize that one component of preserving neighborhood and citywide character is protecting the open
spaces that provide the essential context for historic streetscapes and the necessary reprieve from the built
environment. In Lafayette, this also applies to the open areas that surround the city’s developed core and that
hold the area’s remaining historic agricultural properties.
Historic preservation policies recognize that not all old buildings in historic neighborhoods are salvageable.
Some are functionally, technically, and architecturally beyond redemption. Properties need to be used in
order to survive. Older buildings may need enlarging and updating to meet today’s living standards, involving
the incorporation of new materials and environmental systems.
Recommendation 4.1c: It is recommended that the City consider implementing a program to develop
Certified Neighborhood Organizations that would include all historic neighborhoods within the City.
A Certified Neighborhood Organization (CNO) program, similar to one that has been implemented
in Denver but tailored to the needs and scale of Lafayette, would perform uniform training for
neighborhood leaders and a mechanism for representation before boards and City Council on
matters relating to the neighborhood. This recommendation has been carried into the Action Item
List in Section 6.

4.2 Existing Education and Outreach Programs
Adopted in 1999, chapter 47 of the City of Lafayette’s municipal code established a historic preservation
program for the community that assigned a number of responsibilities to the Historic Preservation Board.
Section 47-3(c) lists the board’s powers and duties, with item 6 mandating that it “develop and assist in public
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education programs including, but not limited to, walking tours, brochures, a marker program for historic
properties, lectures and conferences.” Other elements of the HPB’s duties involve educating property owners
about historic preservation through review of permit applications for the demolition, alteration or moving of
historic buildings, the completion of historic resource surveys and landmark applications, its structures of
merit program, and by providing technical guidance for property owners seeking to engage in preservation
projects on specific buildings.
While the HPB has been active in these various areas of its mandate, it has also expressed some frustration
with the challenge of providing effective education to the public with limited resources available. Because
education is critical to the fostering of support for historic preservation in any community, it is a key element
of success. Clearly the City of Lafayette views preservation as important and acknowledges that education
is a central function of the HPB. The initial language found in chapter 47-1 states that “the purpose of this
chapter is to promote the public health, safety and welfare of the City of Lafayette through the protection and
preservation of the city’s historic and cultural heritage.” This aspirational goal cannot be achieved without a
healthy and effective educational program. Over the past two decades, the HPB has made great strides in
the area of preservation education through several activities.
The City’s most important and effective form of preservation education is its municipal website, particularly
the pages dedicated to the historic preservation program. These can be found at https://www.cityoflafayette.
com/399/Historic-Preservation. The website is accessible, easy to use, and does a good job of providing
the public with information on a variety of topics. Chapter 47 of the municipal code is there in full, offering
readers the opportunity to see how the preservation program was established and is mandated to operate.
The landmark application process for both individual properties and districts is explained, with forms and
guidance documents available in both English and Spanish. Contact information for the planning department
is provided, along with links to helpful information about various aspects of preservation, information about
the HPB, and frequently asked questions.
Other preservation programs and items of educational
interest that are addressed through the website are
the Structures of Merit Program, historic resource
surveys, walking tours and historical stories. The
Structures of Merit Program page could use additional
text to explain what the program involves. Only three
structures of merit are currently listed. It would help
the program if the entire list of eligible and designated
properties on the local, state, and national levels were
placed on the website. This list would need to be
updated on a regular basis as properties are surveyed
and landmarked. The website includes excellent links
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Figure 33: Historic Murals inside Stam Chocolates, 103 North
Public Road (R. Sladek Photo)
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to most of the survey reports and some of the survey forms that have
been completed over the past two decades. This is an important area
of public education and future surveys should also be posted to the site.
Six walking tour brochures have been digitized and are available for
download. Of these, the Waneka Lake brochure is the best quality, and
the City should engage in an effort to improve the quality of the other
brochures. Visitors to the site are also encouraged to download a mobile
app known as Activate Lafayette, which was developed in 2016-2017
and provides information about a number of historic buildings. While
this app is a good tool for residents and visitors who are tech savvy, its
content will need to be updated and improved on an ongoing basis. The
photo gallery showing then and now photos of historic buildings in the city
is a wonderful and unique feature to have on a municipal preservation
website.
A variety of stories about the community’s history and persons of interest
are presented on the historic preservation pages. While the City’s website
provides an excellent opportunity to educate residents about area
Figure 34: 110 S Roosevelt
history, planning staff and the HPB need to ensure that the stories focus
Avenue. Built as a Catholic
Church in 1954, this is an example
upon topics that are directly related to historic preservation. In contrast,
of mid-century construction. The
Catholic parish moved to a new
the general history of the community should remain the focus of the
location in 2007 and the building
has had various tenants since
Lafayette Historical Society and Miners Museum, which have their own
then. (G. Thompson Photo)
webpage. The history and historic preservation pages should be linked to
one another, but their distinct purposes should remain clear to the reader. One excellent preservation story
that is told is that of the Coca-Cola mural restoration project.
The website offers additional information of public interest and use, particularly for those researching
properties. An extensive collection of historic digitized Boulder County assessor’s cards organized by street
address has been uploaded to the site. This is a remarkable assemblage of very useful research materials,
and it is recommended that the City continue to add properties to the web page. This could be accomplished
by planning department staff or with the help of student interns from the University of Colorado History
Department. Fire insurance maps of Lafayette that were produced by the Sanborn Map Company are also
on the website, again providing the public with another excellent research source.

4.3 Recommendations for Education and Outreach Development
Recommendation 4.3a: It is recommended that the Lafayette Heritage Awards be treated as an annual
event rather than every other year and that the HPB Trivia Night be continued as an annual event.
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The Heritage Awards present an opportunity to promote preservation and educate the public by celebrating
the successes in the community each year. The HPB’s trivia night is an excellent way to bring the community
together around the subject of preservation in a fun way, and this should be continued as long as turnout
makes it worthwhile.
Recommendation 4.3b: As it has done in the past, planning staff, city council members, and members
of the HPB should attend the annual Saving Places conference in Denver. This event offers those who
are most directly involved in leading the City’s preservation program with education and the opportunity to
develop important connections in the regional and statewide preservation community.
Recommendation 4.3c: Elected officials and department staff should be provided with educational
opportunities, hosted by the HPB, where they can become more knowledgeable about various
aspects of preservation and how it can benefit the City economically and be integrated into many
aspects of the city’s operations. This could take the form of seminars or workshops to which officials and
staff are invited for informational purposes rather than as official business meetings.
Recommendation 4.3d: The City might want to consider putting a guide to Lafayette’s working-class
architecture on the website to encourage residents to think about how smaller, often vernacular
buildings can be just as important as the larger or more high-style ones found in big cities. As an
eventual addition to the City’s Design Resource Book, this architectural guide should also provide information
about the types of secondary structures that are found on many of the city’s properties.
Recommendation 4.3e: Although the City of Lafayette has an excellent preservation website in place,
a few items of educational interest were found to be missing. It is recommended that the City create
a page for the Lafayette Heritage Awards program that discusses the awards and includes the full list
of recipients from 2011 to the present time. This serve to educate the public about the various preservation
projects that have been completed by their fellow residents. Another page should be developed to discuss
financial incentives offered by the federal government, the State of Colorado, and the City of Lafayette
through its Historic Building Improvement Grants program. For many property owners, financial benefits are
the single major source of encouragement that engages them in preservation, and education about this topic
is central to any successful program.
Recommendation 4.3f: In addition to ongoing improvement of the website, the HPB should continue
to engage in other educational activities in the community. These include the development of a
regular schedule of tours and lectures that focus upon historic resources and preservation topics.
The city has several residents who are experts on various topics and other preservation experts along the
Front Range can be recruited to speak or lead tours. While these events can be coordinated in conjunction
with the Lafayette Historical Society and Miners Museum, the HPB’s focus should remain on preservation
and not general history. In addition, the City should expand its educational programming beyond the late
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1800s and early 1900s settlement, agricultural and coal mining era to include resources that date from the
post-World War II decades.
The National Trust Main Street Program could be an adjunct to the Urban Renewal Area by providing its
four-point program of organization, promotion, design, and economic vitality. These programs have been
effective in many Main Street communities across the nation. For more information: https://www.mainstreet.
org/people/national-main-street-center
Recommendation 4.3g: Consider joining the National Trust for Historic Preservation’s Main Street
Program, which would provide the HPB with assistance in educating the public.
In addition, the City should utilize printed and online educational resources prepared by other preservation
entities, including the National Park Service, History Colorado, and Boulder County. As future surveys are
completed, it is advisable to not only post the reports and site forms to the website, but also to distribute the
individual site forms to the property owners. This direct form of education informs individual owners about the
architecture, history, and significance of their properties, encouraging landmarking and preservation. Also,
the project reports contain professionally written historic contexts that can be used for educational purposes
beyond the survey projects.

4.4 Signage and Wayfinding

Figure 35 & 36: Old Town URA Signage (G. Thompson Photo)

The City of Lafayette has some limited signage to designate the Old Town area, specifically the Old Town
Urban Renewal Area. This can be seen in signs directing visitors to public parking and in a change in the
design and color of street identification signs. However, the Old Town signage and logo denotes more of a
restaurant and entertainment district than a historic district. A branding program for the historic neighborhoods
and a uniform signage program for historic resources should be considered. Other methods of wayfinding
might include markers of the community from the past. These could be painted streetcar tracks on the
current day streets where tracks used to be, identification of the location of mines with plaques, or a depiction
of the route of the Cherokee Trail.
Recommendation 4.4a: Develop a unified wayfinding and branding program for historic areas and
resources.
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Section 5 – Goals and Policies

5.1 What are the Resources We Want to Protect?
Lafayette is home to many significant historic
resources, comprising remnants of the mining
era, housing specifically developed for the miners,
the Simpson and Public Road business districts,
emerging neighborhoods dating from the post-World
War II decades, a cemetery with a rich history of minerelated discord, historic churches, schools and public
buildings, agricultural properties, and parks and open
spaces. While many of these historic resources have
been identified through the completion of architectural
surveys, there are many more that have yet to be
documented. In addition, only a small percentage
Figure 37: An example of worker housing at 110 West Simpare protected through historic landmarking and come
son Street (G. Thompson Photo)
under review by the City’s Historic Preservation
Board. This historically working-class city is not home to the higher styles of architecture and larger buildings
often associated with preservation. Instead, it affords a glimpse into an era of settlement and growth where
communities were moving from an agricultural to an industrial base, and from there to the high-tech and
information-based economy of the late 20th and early 21st centuries. It should be noted that State and
National Register listings afford no protections, nor do they trigger design review at the local level. In
Lafayette, this is only accomplished through local designation.
Following is a discussion of recommended actions to support Historic Preservation in Lafayette. These
recommended actions also appear as an “Action Item Matrix,” found in Section 6 of this document.

5.2 How can We Achieve Protection?
All preservation is local. Listing a property on the Lafayette Register of Historic Places requires the property
owner’s consent or may be done by a third-party nomination. The City also has the ability to designate
larger geographical areas through the creation of historic districts. Protection is achieved through a strong,
enforced ordinance that is properly administered and understood by the appointed body whose job it is to
apply the preservation regulations. A thorough analysis and rewrite of major provisions of Chapter 47 of the
Code, which embodies the original historic preservation ordinance, will be necessary for protection of the
significant historic places in the community, as identified by the residents. The Action Item Matrix found in
Section 6 of this plan provides a roadmap for effective preservation efforts and must be carefully studied and
implemented.
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Recommendation 5.2a: All buildings and sites
already listed in or eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places and/or the
Colorado Register of Historic Properties should
be considered for a local landmark process.
This could eventually provide a process through
which they would receive review through the HPB
based on criteria in the Municipal Code. A list of
Figure 38: Roof and eave detail at 205 East Cleveland Street.
these properties should be kept current in the City’s
(G. Thompson Photo)
Planning and Building Department and be provided
to the owner during the permit review process with criteria for preservation when building permit applications
are submitted. The listing of several “Structures of Merit” within the Community Development page of the
website is ambiguous in relation to the voluntary landmarking process and needs to be clarified. As defined
by City code, Structures of Merit carry no restrictions or requirements of any kind for special review. They
have simply been highlighted by the City as of importance to the community.

•

•

•

involved in a project that receives Federal assistance in the form of funding or licensing/permitting.
If Federal monies are attached to the property, then any changes to the property have to allow the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation to comment on the project. For Federal, Federally licensed,
and Federally assisted projects, Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966
requires that Federal agencies allow the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation an opportunity to
comment on all projects affecting historic properties either listed in or determined eligible for listing
in the National Register. The Advisory Council oversees and ensures the consideration of historic
properties in the Federal Planning process.
Eligibility for certain tax provisions -- Owners of properties listed in the National Register may be
eligible for a 20% investment tax credit for the certified rehabilitation of income-producing certified
historic structures such as commercial, industrial, or rental residential buildings. This credit can be
combined with a straight-line depreciation period of 27.5 years for residential property and 31.5
years or nonresidential property for the depreciable basis of the rehabilitated building reduced by the
amount of the tax credit claimed. Federal tax deductions are also available for charitable contributions
for conservation purposes of partial interests in historically important land areas or structures.
Consideration of historical values in the decision to issue a surface mining permit where coal is
located in accordance with the Surface Mining Control Act of 1977.
Qualification for State or Federal grants for historic preservation when funds are available. The State
Historical Fund (SHF) provides grant funding opportunities for physical work on National Register,
State Register, and locally landmarked properties.
SHF and Certified Local Government (CLG) grants can also be utilized to help in education and
outreach efforts, survey, nominations, and other preservation planning projects.

The National Park Service administers the National Register of Historic Places. The National Register is
the official Federal list of districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects significant in American history,
architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture. National Register properties have significance to the
history of their community, state, or the nation. Nominations for listing historic properties come from State
Historic Preservation Officers, from Federal Preservation Officers for properties owned or controlled by the
United States Government, and from Tribal Historic Preservation Officers for properties on Tribal lands.
Private individuals and organizations, local governments, and Native American tribes often initiate this
process and prepare the necessary documentation.

5.3 Existing Land Use and Preservation Codes

The Colorado State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) administers the national historic preservation
program at the State level, reviews National Register of Historic Places nominations, maintains data on
historic properties that have been identified but not yet nominated, and consults with Federal agencies during
Section 106 review. SHPOs are designated by the governor of their respective State or territory. Federal
agencies seek the views of the appropriate SHPO when identifying historic properties and assessing effects
of an undertaking on historic properties. Agencies also consult with SHPOs when developing Memoranda of
Agreement. In Colorado, the SHPO is housed within Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (OAHP)
along with the Office of the State Archaeologist.

Chapter 47, Establishing a Historic Preservation Program
Adopted more than twenty years ago in 1999, Chapter 47 of the City of Lafayette’s municipal code established a
historic preservation program for the community. Since then, the City has achieved much as it has developed
the program into one that engages in numerous activities to protect the community’s heritage as manifested
in its built environment. While the code provided the City with an ongoing preservation program, after two
decades it is advisable to review its language and the programs and processes it supports. The Colorado
Preservation Ordinance Guide can provide assistance in the process of revising preservation ordinances.
For more information see: https://www.historycolorado.org/certified-local-government-guidance-materials

In addition to honorific recognition, listing in the National Register has the following benefits for historic
properties:

While substantial refinement of the chapter will require a separate project to look at it in greater detail, the
following comments provide some key areas that could use some attention.

•

Under Federal Law, the listing of a property in the National Register places no restrictions on what
a private owner may do with their property up to and including destruction, unless the property is
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Section 47-1 Purpose and Intent: The opening language in this short section states that “the purpose of this
chapter is to promote the public health, safety and welfare of the City of Lafayette through the protection and
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preservation of the city’s historic and cultural heritage…” It seems that in addition to promoting public health,
safety and welfare, which is required by State Statute, the statement should also focus upon protection of
the community’s built heritage, architectural fabric, quality of life, and economic and environmental welfare
through preservation.
Section 47-2 Definitions: This section is generally good but would benefit from some light editing and the
addition of language providing definitions for missing terms. The first of these would be the four primary types
of historic resources. These include buildings, structures, sites, and objects. The definition of demolition
currently provides examples, including drawings, of possible roof and exterior wall removals that would
presumably be allowable or disallowable. This should be reviewed to determine whether this is the best
method of defining demolition or if more succinct language should be used that can be applied to a host of
possible changes. Drawings such as these are more appropriate to design guidelines than code sections.
Other common but missing preservation terms that should be considered for addition to the list include
“accessory building or structure,” “adverse effect,” “archaeological resource,” “determination of eligibility,”
“eligibility,” “landmark,” “repair and maintenance,” and “resource.”
Section 47-3 Historic Preservation Board: The language regarding membership calls for four-year
appointments to the board. While this long of an appointment might be fine for some, for other potential

volunteers this may seem too lengthy of a commitment. The City might consider two-year terms that are
renewable to encourage applicants.
Section 47-4 Designation of Historic Landmarks and Historic Districts: This section specifies that
no historic districts will be approved in urban renewal areas designated by the City. The Old Town Urban
Renewal Area includes East Simpson Street and Public Road, two areas known to hold a number of eligible
and individually landmarked buildings. Simpson Street in particular seems to be eligible as a historic district,
yet that is proscribed by the code. The Urban Renewal District is set to expire in 2025, but the City may want
to rewrite this provision to allow a historic district prior to that. It is unclear why a historic district and urban
renewal area cannot coexist and together achieve the city’s goals. Lafayette may want to reconsider this
restriction upon the establishment of historic districts in these areas. Figure 39 shows the concentration of
surveyed properties within the Old Town Urban Renewal Area:
Section 47-12 Certificate of Appropriateness Application: The first sentence in this section states that
an owner of a designated property “may” apply for a certificate of appropriateness for proposed work on the
property. This should state that owners “shall” apply, making this a mandatory requirement of the process.
The way it is currently written, the term “may” suggests that it is optional. The process is also not clearly
defined, with some development activities approved at the staff level and others coming before the Board. A
clearer threshold should be considered for the routing of reviews.
Section 47-17 Criteria for Designation: The City might want to consider restructuring this section to make
it comply more closely with the standards and criteria that are commonly used by other local entities and on
the state and federal levels. This would make the criteria clear and consistent, while local considerations
regarding eligibility can continue to appear in the language to meet the interests of the Lafayette community.
The section should first define the fifty-year standard along with the less than fifty-year exception. Language
is already present in the code that provides a statement that an exemption from the fifty-year age standard
may be made if the property is found to be exceptionally significant. No more need be provided than that to
allow the City to consider the rare case where a less than fifty-year-old property is nominated for landmark
status. The section then needs to offer a clear description or standard for physical integrity, ideally tying it to
the seven aspects of integrity as defined by the National Register of Historic Places. While this is a national
standard, its use is common down to the local level but is not referenced in Lafayette’s code language. This
should include a standard that the property continues to convey an adequate level of its historic character to
the average person today.

Figure 39: Surveyed Properties within the Old Town Urban Renewal Area
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The code should acknowledge that Lafayette has a long history of historic mining-era buildings being moved
from their original locations to new ones within the city. Typically, moving a building results in a substantial
diminishment of integrity. However, in a community where such moves were common, that fact becomes
part of the city’s architectural story and heritage. Each property then needs to be evaluated in light of its own
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history of movement and associated change.
Following those discussions, the section should provide the criteria for significance, again using the state
and federal standards as a starting point. While this information does appear in the code language, the
section should be reviewed to ensure it is clear, comprehensive, and easy to use. This may be just a matter
of formatting the section differently than it is now.
The language regarding historic districts should specify that nominations need to clearly define which
resources contribute to the district and which are considered non-contributing.
Section 47-19 Relocating a Structure: This section makes no fundamental statement that the moving of
historic landmark buildings is discouraged, and it should do so in the opening statement. Although many
buildings have been moved in Lafayette in the past, primarily from mine sites into town, that does not
mean that this process should continue. The code language that guides compliance is well written and
should remain in this section. However, what is needed is a clear statement that the City does not view
moving historic landmark buildings as an acceptable option except under very specific circumstances (such
as potential demolition).
Chapter 26, Development and Zoning Code, The Old Town Neighborhood Overlay District
In 2017, the Old Town Neighborhood Overlay District was added to the basic zoning districts found in the
Development and Zoning Code. The Purpose statement found in Section 26-18.1-1 includes: “Encourage
the preservation of historic buildings in Lafayette’s Old Town residential neighborhoods.” This Overlay
District reflects a well-designed approach to neighborhood preservation, that includes graphic depictions of
regulations intended to promote compatibility of new development and support neighborhood preservation.
It is not atypical of graphically depicted regulations that are being adopted by many communities. More
stringent guidelines exist within the overlay with respect to height and setback.
Figure 40: Old Town Neighborhood Overlay Distric Boundaries

This forward-thinking addition to the code can do much to preserve neighborhood quality. However, it needs
to be noted that it does not prevent the demolition of potential historic resources nor does it provide for any
reviews specific to a historic resource. It also excludes properties found along Public Road and commercial
properties in general. While it is not necessary to recapitulate the entire contents of this overlay, three key
sections and the overlay area map are provided below:
Section 26-2- 2. Lafayette Old Town Neighborhood Overlay District.
In addition to the basic zoning districts established by Section 26-2-1, there is established an overlay district
designated as the Old Town Neighborhood Overlay District. This district encompasses the entirety of the
Old Town Residential (OTR) zone district and portions of adjacent R-1, R-2 and T-1 zoned areas, and is
established to maintain the existing character of the property within the overlay district. Regulations are
established for this overlay district that shall apply in addition to, or as a modification of, the regulations
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established for any underlying basic zoning district encompassed within the Old Town Neighborhood Overlay
District.
Section 26-18.1-1. Purpose.
The Old Town Neighborhood Overlay District, and the regulations in this section, are intended to:
(a) Promote future infill, redevelopment, and additions that are compatible with the traditional scale and
massing of development traditionally found in Lafayette’s Old Town residential neighborhoods;
(b) Mitigate potential impacts associated with future infill, redevelopment, and additions on existing
single-family homes; and
(c) Encourage the preservation of historic buildings in Lafayette’s Old Town residential neighborhoods.
Section 26-3-2. Old Town Neighborhood Overlay District Boundaries.
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The Old Town Neighborhood Overlay District shall
consist of, and include those properties shown in
figure 1 below, and shall be shown on the “Zone
District Map of the City of Lafayette”:

an excellent analysis of historic structures and their design components. This manual, which was produced
2001, does only has standing within the Development and Zoning Code for the Old Town Overlay. It should
be considered as providing a basis for reviews not only within the Old Town area, and but as a referral tool
for other historic resources that come before the Historic Preservation Board.

Sec. 26-16-7. - Site Plan and Architectural Review.
This section provides the planning director with
substantial latitude for review or referral to City
Council or the Planning Commission based on a
number of criteria provided in Section 26-16-7.1:
(a) Staff review. Upon referral by the building
official pursuant to section 26-29-4 of this
chapter or upon application in connection
with a subdivision, PUD or other development
application, and except as provided in
subparagraph (b) of this section, the planning
director shall review each site plan and
architectural application against the criteria
provided in section 26-16-7.1 of this chapter
and shall approve, approve with conditions,
Figure 41: Old Town Guildlines
or deny said application. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the planning director may refer any site plan and architectural application to the planning
commission and city council for review in accordance with subparagraph (c) of this section.

Recommendation 5.3a: Review and determine functional changes to Chapter 47, amending the
Historic Preservation Ordinance based on recommendations provided by The Colorado Preservation
Ordinance Guide available through History Colorado.

The review criteria do include such general terms as “appropriate scale” and “harmonious transition” with
surrounding land uses. A few of the criteria are shown below:
(a) The scale is appropriate to the site and function of the project and/or building.
(b) The architecture promotes a harmonious transition in scale and character of the proposed building to
surrounding land uses.
(c) The quality and overall design is compatible with the location and proposed use as demonstrated by
building elevations.
(d) Any diverse architectural treatments are integrated into the overall architectural theme in order to
avoid a cluttered appearance.
(e) The landscape design has been incorporated into the plan and takes into consideration the function
and use of open areas and buffering.
However, this review does not take into account historic resources nor does it provide for referral to the
Historic Preservation Board, which could provide expert recommendations relative to historic resources.
Another interesting disconnect is the excellent Old Town Lafayette Design Resource Book, which provides
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Recommendation 5.3b: Review and determine functional changes to Chapter 26, the Development
and Zoning Code, to better integrate Chapter 47 and embrace criteria found in the Old Town Lafayette
Design Resource Book.

5.4 Priorities for Preservation Efforts
HISTORIC RESOURCES SURVEYS
Since the late 1970s, a number of historic resources surveys have been completed in the City of Lafayette
and its surrounding urban growth area. These are summarized in section 2.3 above, with additional
information provided in the table in Appendix 7.4. Surveys completed during the two decades from the late
1970s to the late 1990s were spurred by entities other than the City. These were the work of consultants
and non-professionals engaged by government agencies and non-profit organizations that included the
US Department of Housing & Urban Development, Lafayette Historical Society, Boulder County Housing
Authority, Community Services Collaborative, and the Boulder County Department of Parks & Open Space.
Several of the early surveys were reconnaissance efforts and others were limited thematic surveys that
focused upon affordable housing, coal mining-era resources, and agricultural and rural properties.
In 1999, the City of Lafayette established its preservation program through the adoption of chapter 47 of
its municipal code. This development launched fourteen years of survey activity funded by the City in
conjunction with a series of Certified Local Government and Colorado State Historical Fund grants. Between
1999 and 2013, the community engaged professional consultants to complete a series of reconnaissance
and intensive-level projects that focused upon different areas of the city. These included surveys of Old
Town Lafayette (1999), West Lafayette (2001), the Old Town Perimeter (2004), Commercial and Agricultural
Properties (1994-1999 and 2008), Public Road (2011), and East Simpson Street (2013). Survey work since
that time has been limited to individual properties.
As time has passed, the number of properties in Lafayette that are over fifty years old has increased. When the
previous surveys were completed, many of the city’s built resources were not considered for documentation
because they had not passed the fifty-year threshold. Others were evaluated as having diminished integrity
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because mid-century remodels and expansions had also not met that mark. Today some of these alterations
might be considered historic changes that have taken on their own significance, and the properties could
turn out to be eligible for landmarking either individually or as contributing elements of potential historic
districts. The expansion of survey work in the city affects not only its historic mining-era resources, but also
the buildings and neighborhoods that developed during the decades following World War II.
Original Lafayette Townsite: Survey work in the original townsite, also known as Old Town, was completed
over two decades ago, with a follow-up study of East Simpson Street in 2013. While the project report from
the 1999 survey was well written and remains useful today, the site forms from both projects are in need
of updating to reflect current professional standards of documentation, to fill information gaps regarding
history and architecture, and to assess and re-assess the integrity and significance of each property. This
could result in changes to the individual determinations of eligibility for landmark status. In addition, many
properties in the original townsite have not been documented on any level. Updated site forms might also
result in a conclusion that a potential historic district is present in this area. Because of the number of historic
buildings in the original townsite, intensive survey work there will likely need to be done in phases. Survey
and re-survey in this area should be treated as a high priority.
West Lafayette: Survey in West Lafayette almost two decades ago included the entire area west of Public
Road and bordered by Geneseo Street, Emma Street and Bermont Avenue. This includes several early
additions to the City of Lafayette and most of the properties were developed more than fifty years ago.
Over two hundred properties were included in a reconnaissance survey, with forty-one of those chosen for
intensive-level documentation. While the project report is an excellent document that remains useful today,
the site forms are in need of updating to today’s professional research standards and to reflect the current
physical characteristics of each property. In some cases, this could result in changes to the individual
determinations of eligibility for landmark status. Numerous properties in this area have not been recorded
at all and intensive-level work there will likely have to take place in phases. An updated study might also
conclude that at least one potential historic district is present. Survey and re-survey of West Lafayette should
be treated as a high priority.
Old Town Perimeter: This survey, completed sixteen years ago, involved the documentation of historic
properties within two predominantly residential areas on the perimeter of the original townsite, one north
of Baseline Road and the other south of Cleveland Street. Following a reconnaissance of almost two
hundred properties, thirty-two were chosen for intensive-level documentation. Although the project report
is an excellent document and remains useful, the site forms need updating to today’s professional research
standards and to add missing historical and architectural information. In some cases, this could result in
changes to the individual determinations of eligibility for landmark status. A number of additional residential
properties in these areas need to be documented. It is unclear whether potential historic districts might be
present. Survey and re-survey should be treated as a secondary priority following the completion of surveys
in higher priority areas. This could change if redevelopment pressures make survey in either area rise in
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importance.
Agricultural Properties: The survey of historic rural and agricultural properties in the Lafayette area took
place in two phases, both completed by professional consultants. The first survey in the 1990s involved the
intensive-level documentation of numerous rural historic sites throughout unincorporated Boulder County.
While most of these were farms, other resources such as schools and Grange halls were also recorded.
Several agricultural properties have been annexed into the City of Lafayette or are within its urban growth
area. Although the project resulted in the preparation of high-quality site forms, these are now at least two
decades old. Where it has not been done already, the documentation should be updated to determine
the current status of each property’s architectural integrity and landmark eligibility. A few of the properties
recorded ended up being landmarked. One is the Boulder Valley Grange #131 (5BL408) at 3400 N. 95th St.,
which was listed in 1994 in the National Register of Historic Places.
In 2008, the City of Lafayette had another agricultural survey completed to support planning efforts in the urban
growth area. Several properties along Baseline Road and Public Road were included to capture commercial
properties in closer proximity to the city’s historic core. The project commenced with a reconnaissance of
more than 150 properties conducted by an undergraduate geography student from the University of Colorado
with no apparent experience with historic architecture or historic sites documentation. Forty of the properties
were chosen for further investigation by a professional consultant. While the resulting project report is an
excellent document, the site forms need to be updated to today’s research standards and to add architectural
and historical information. In some cases, this could result in changes to the individual determinations of
eligibility for landmark status.
One other rural resource type has not been addressed in Lafayette and should be considered for survey.
These are irrigation structures, including ditches and reservoirs. During the original settlement period of
the late 1800s, the area developed as an agricultural district. Its surviving farmsteads, cropfields, pastures,
and related features are already recognized as important to the area’s heritage. What seems to have been
overlooked by the City is its history of irrigation and the structures that supported irrigated farming. While
there are few reservoirs in the area, a number of ditches have been identified. All of these are worthy
subjects of documentation even if they are never landmarked. Due to ongoing development pressures in
Lafayette’s urban growth area, the survey and re-survey of historic agricultural resources of all types should
be treated as a high priority.
Public Road: The city’s primary historic north-south thoroughfare from Baseline Road on the north to
Spaulding Street on the south was surveyed by a professional consultant in 2011 to assist with planning
efforts in the Urban Renewal Area. This involved the intensive-level documentation of twenty-nine properties,
most of them commercial resources along the west side of Public Road. The project report and site forms
are excellent documents and remain useful today. Due to the age and high quality of the project, these
materials would only need to be updated to reflect physical changes to the buildings and to add historical
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information about owners and occupants. Additional survey is recommended along this corridor to ensure
that the City has documentation available on all of the street’s historic resources, including those on the east
side of Public Road. Because of the pressures for redevelopment and change that will always be present
along a primary commercial thoroughfare, this should be treated as a high priority.

and its development. In addition, many of the houses have been in their new locations for so long that they
need to be documented and evaluated in their reestablished context. Given these factors, moved historic
buildings should be included in area surveys and not overlooked or written off as no longer relevant to the
community’s heritage.

Lafayette Cemetery: Owned by the City of Lafayette, the historic Lafayette Cemetery was established
in 1891 and is the burial place of many of Lafayette’s nineteenth-century pioneers and twentieth-century
residents. As such, it represents the community’s heritage and is filled with gravemarkers dating from more
than a century of use. Recognizing its importance to the community, the City landmarked the cemetery on
the local level in 2008. Similar to any neighborhood, the Lafayette Cemetery can be documented through
a survey process. However, what is recorded are the designed landscape, the inscriptions, and the details
and condition of gravemarker architecture. With the inscriptions in hand, genealogical research can be
completed to produce biographical information about the cemetery’s occupants. A cemetery survey is likely
to be done during the completion of a preservation plan. The City is no longer selling plots in the cemetery,
so it must be managed as both a burial ground and a historic site. Complete survey of the cemetery, along
with the development of a preservation plan, is advised as a high priority in the coming years.

Lafayette also has a long history of alley buildings being present on many residential properties. These
include a small number of secondary houses along with detached garages, various types of sheds, and
outhouses. One alley building in the original townsite is reported to have served as the community’s jail
during its early years. Detached single-car garages along alleyways were a common sight in the prewar
years, and those that survive are important structures worthy of documentation. The city did not have an
established sewer system until the post-World War II era, so outhouses were ubiquitous. Once the public
sewer system was installed, the City encouraged property owners to remove the outhouses. Whether any of
these remain standing today is a topic to be explored. Backyard sheds used for a variety of purposes (coal
sheds, chicken coops, tool sheds, etc.) are important accessory features that should also be documented
during the course of residential surveys. Rather than conducting surveys that focus upon alley buildings, it
is best that these resources be recorded in association with the houses they served.

Industrial City First Addition – This small four-block addition southeast of the original townsite was
developed with numerous small houses. Most date from the period prior to World War II, along with later infill
from the 1950s and 1960s. A small number of non-historic residences are present there along with several
manufactured homes. This area has not been surveyed and should be considered for documentation as a
secondary priority behind the higher priority areas.

The final topic for survey consideration is that of manufactured homes. One particular area of the city holds
two side-by-side parks that date from the post-World War II decades. These are the Skylark and Arbordale
Acres mobile home parks located east of Public Road and south of the original townsite. Developed around
the 1960s and 1970s, some of the manufactured homes there appear to be over fifty years old and may be
good examples of what was being produced during that era. Individual mobile homes are also scattered
across other areas of the city, some of them appearing to be more than fifty years old. While this resource
type is often overlooked, recognition of its historical significance and the variety of manufacturers and styles
is increasing with time. In Lafayette, they are worthy of documentation as an important element of the city’s
heritage.

Industrial City Second Addition – This sixteen-block addition is located west of Public Road and south
of the West Lafayette additions. While a few of the area’s houses were built prior to World War II, much of
the addition’s development occurred in the postwar era between the late 1940s and 1970s, with some infill
continuing into the 1980s. Many of the buildings are ranch-style houses that are more substantial than the
earlier homes found in Lafayette. Some were built by a single developer. Split-level homes with raised
basements are also scattered throughout the addition. This area is an important locale for mid-century
residential architecture and history, and the City of Lafayette should treat it as a high priority for survey.

Recommendation 5.4a: Update and improve existing surveys and provide additional survey activities
as needed.
HISTORIC DISTRICTS

Additional Survey Considerations: In addition to the topics and geographic areas considered above,
the City of Lafayette should be aware of some additional survey considerations. First, the city has a long
history of moved buildings. This involved the relocation of a number of small residences, many over fifty
years ago, from the mines and countryside into the historic area of town. Many of these are the only
physical manifestations of area coal mines that remain standing today. Work has already been done by
Lafayette historians to locate a number of these moved homes, and this process should continue through
the course of a thematic survey. While the moving of houses takes them out of their original context, the
history underlying where they were built and why they were moved tells an important story about Lafayette
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The establishment of historic districts is an important consideration in any community, and in Lafayette it is
a topic that has been discussed for several decades with very little progress made. Between the late 1970s
and 1990s, movement toward a potential Lafayette Historic District in the original townsite faltered and it was
never established. Over the past two decades, the professional consultants who completed various survey
projects continued to recommend the establishment of districts. However, these were typically viewed as
micro-districts consisting of around a half-dozen buildings in each.
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While the surveys generally concluded that larger districts were not viable, this was based upon incomplete
survey work, the fact that many properties had not reached the fifty-year mark, and the presence of a number
of alterations to historic buildings that had been completed in the post-World War II era. Today many of
these changes, particularly those dating from the late 1940s through around 1970, are likely to be more than
fifty years old and viewed as historic themselves. Consequently, the subject of potential historic districts
throughout the older areas of the city needs to be reevaluated.
During the course of preparing this plan, the question of historic districts was again considered. It appears
that, following additional survey, there is a good likelihood that districts may be viable in the original Lafayette
townsite, West Lafayette, First Union Addition, and the Industrial City First and Second Additions. Some
smaller districts might also be possible in areas around the perimeter of Old Town, particularly to the south.
No potential districts appear to be present in the surrounding countryside. Rather than micro-districts as
proposed years ago, larger districts could be established in most of these areas.
The creation of historic districts requires determinations of which properties will contribute or not contribute
based upon assessments made of their individual levels of architectural integrity. This process of dividing
properties into these two categories allows for heavily altered and non-historic buildings to exist within the
boundaries of a district without their being subject to the same regulation as the contributing properties. It
can also allay the concerns of property owners that their altered or non-historic buildings might be subject to
the same regulations as the contributing properties.
Establishing a historic district in any community is a challenging process that requires extensive education
to achieve buy-in from a majority of the property owners. However, once established, each district will aid
in creating a sense of neighborhood identity and provide both residents and the City with a set of tools to
manage preservation and celebrate the historic resources in those areas. This would include making the
contributing properties eligible to receive various financial incentives.
Recommendation 5.4b: Consider the establishment of one or more historic districts, either generically
for Old Town or more specifically for the East Simpson Street and Public Road as well as in the
original Lafayette townsite, West Lafayette, First Union Addition, and the Industrial City First and
Second Additions.
LANDMARKING OF SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES

Nine properties in Lafayette and its environs have been listed on the National Register of Historic Places
and Colorado State Register of Historic Properties. As with the City’s locally designated landmarks, all but
one of these listings occurred more than two decades ago. The only one completed in recent years was the
Shannon Farm at 1341 N. 95th St., which was placed on the National Register in 2003. No State Register
or National Register listings have occurred in Lafayette since that time.
The City of Lafayette maintains a database of around 250 properties that have been landmarked or found to
be either eligible or not eligible for designation on the local level and to the State and National Registers. This
list was derived from the surveys that have been completed in the community over the years. Around 150
of these were determined to be eligible and are not yet designated. Seven area properties have been listed
as Centennial Farms by History Colorado, yet most do not appear to have received any formal landmark
designation. A separate list is kept by the City of more than 50 Structures of Merit that are located in the Old
Town Urban Renewal Area. All of these are eligible for local landmark designation, but few if any listings
have occurred.
Recommendation 5.4c: Increasing the number and diversity of individually landmarked properties is
an area of preservation that merits attention from the City of Lafayette. The City already knows where
many of its most important historic buildings are located, and others are sure to be identified by future survey
work. City staff and the Historic Preservation Board should continue to encourage property owners to come
forward with landmark nominations on the local level. This may require a proactive approach rather than
waiting for property owners to act. The City can also assist owners who are interested in applying for State
and National Register listing by putting them in touch with the staff at History Colorado and directing them
toward whatever technical assistance might be needed.
The benefits of individual landmarking include the honorific designation that attaches to the property, along
with the information about history and architecture that it provides to the property owner, the Lafayette
Historical Society, the City of Lafayette, and the community as a whole. Depending upon the property types,
the owners might also become eligible to compete for grants from the Colorado State Historical Fund and
to apply for state and national preservation tax credits. No restrictions are imposed by the state or federal
governments upon any properties that are designated as historic landmarks. Owners of private properties
may do whatever they wish with their landmarked buildings as long as their plans meet local regulations and
permitting standards.

Over the course of the past few decades as surveys were being completed in Lafayette, the consultants
concluded that a good number of properties were individually eligible for landmark designation. Thirty have
been landmarked by the City of Lafayette, with two-thirds of those listings taking place over a decade ago.
They include a number of residences along with two churches and a rectory, the Lafayette High School, a
granary, the Lafayette Cemetery, one commercial building, and a farmhouse.
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Section 6 – Five-Year Action Plan
6.1 Recommended Activities and Timeframes
The following recommended actions are brought forward from their respective Plan sections:
Recommendation 2.3a: Review and update historic resource surveys as needed and identified in the
analysis provided in Section 2.3.
Recommendation 4.1a: State Historic Tax Credit programs should be promoted to stimulate historic
preservation activity and economic development in Lafayette. Provide a website link to the tax credits page
on the History Colorado website https://www.history Colorado.org/preservation-tax-credits
Recommendation 4.1b: It is recommended that the City of Lafayette establish a robust information program
on the rehabilitation and restoration of older structures within the community. This program would include
information on the environmental benefits of rehabilitation rather than a scrape-and-replace ethic. In the
same way that most people understand the benefits of recycling as much household trash as possible, the
environmental benefits of preservation should be made clear.
Recommendation 4.1c: It is recommended that the City consider implementing a program to develop
Certified Neighborhood Organizations that would include all historic neighborhoods within the City. A
Certified Neighborhood Organization (CNO) program, similar to one that has been implemented in Denver
but tailored to the needs and scale of Lafayette, would perform uniform training for neighborhood leaders
and a mechanism for representation before boards and City Council on matters relating to the neighborhood.
Recommendation 4.3a: It is recommended that the Lafayette Heritage Awards be treated as an annual
event rather than every other year and that the HPB Trivia Night be continued as an annual event.
Recommendation 4.3b: As it has done in the past, planning staff, city council members, and members of the
HPB should attend the annual Saving Places conference in Denver.
Recommendation 4.3c: Elected officials and department staff should be provided with educational
opportunities, hosted by the HPB, where they can become more knowledgeable about various aspects of
preservation and how it can benefit the City economically and be integrated into many aspects of the city’s
operations.
Recommendation 4.3d: The City might want to consider putting a guide to Lafayette’s working-class
architecture on the website to encourage residents to think about how smaller, often vernacular buildings
can be just as important as the larger or more high-style ones found in big cities.
Recommendation 4.3e: Although the City of Lafayette has an excellent preservation website in place, a
few items of educational interest were found to be missing. It is recommended that the City create a page
for the Lafayette Heritage Awards program that discusses the awards and includes the full list of recipients
from 2011 to the present time.
Recommendation 4.3f: In addition to ongoing improvement of the website, the HPB should continue to
engage in other educational activities in the community. These include the development of a regular schedule
of tours and lectures that focus upon historic resources and preservation topics.
Recommendation 4.3g: Consider joining the National Trust for Historic Preservation’s Main Street Program,
which would provide the HPB with assistance in educating the public.
Recommendation 4.4a: Develop a unified wayfinding and branding program for historic areas and resources.
Recommendation 5.2a: All buildings and sites already listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places and/or the Colorado Register of Historic Properties should be considered for a local landmark
process.
Recommendation 5.3a: Review and determine functional changes to Chapter 47, amending the Historic
Preservation Ordinance based on recommendations provided by The Colorado Preservation Ordinance
Guide available through History Colorado.
Recommendation 5.4a: Update and improve existing surveys and provide additional survey activities as
needed.
Recommendation 5.4b: Consider the establishment of one or more historic districts, either generically for
Old Town or more specifically for the East Simpson Street and Public Road as well as in the original Lafayette
townsite, West Lafayette, First Union Addition, and the Industrial City First and Second Additions.
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Recommendation 5.4c: Increasing the number and diversity of individually landmarked properties is an
area of preservation that merits attention from the City of Lafayette.

These recommendations have been brought together into several broad categories, with timeframes
attached. Although recommended timeframes are provided here, all actions will be subject to completion
as staff availability and funding allows. The longest timeframe shown here is five years to accommodate for
changed circumstances that may suggest revisions to this Action Item Matrix. Many items suggested here
may become on-going activities, while others can be removed upon completion. While most elements of
the Historic Lafayette plan will remain valid well into the future, it is suggested that the Action Item Matrix be
revised on a five-year cycle to ensure that the goals remain timely, practical and are completed.
Timeframes for completion are defined as follows:
Near Term – 1-3 years
Long Term – 3-5 years
Ongoing = Current and Continuing
Task Area One: Community Survey and Education
1.1

City Hosts Public Survey Workshops (Near Term)

1.2

City Develops a Citywide Survey Plan (Near Term)

1.3

Secure Funding and Launch Surveys (Near Term)

1.4

Present and Distribute Survey Results To Public (Near and Long Term)

1.5

Expand Partnerships with Local, Regional, and Statewide Preservation Organizations to Provide
Education and Outreach in All Aspects of Preservation (Ongoing)

1.6

Develop a Program for Identifying and Celebrating Historic Resources Through Interpretive Plaques,
Signage and Web-Based Information (Ongoing)

Task Area Three: Preservation and the Private Sector
3.1

Review and Modify Chapter 47 Regulations to Enhance Enforcement of Regulations for Modifcation
or Demolition of Historic Structures (Near Term)

3.2

Develop Additional Incentives to Encourage Property Owners to Engage in Preservation (Near Term)

3.3

Provide Guidance for Private Property Owners Seeking Local Landmark Designation (Ongoing)

3.4

Provide Guidance for Private Property Owners Seeking Financial Assistance Through Grants and Tax
Credits (Ongoing)

Task Area Four: Improvements to the City’s Preservation Program
4.1

Analyze and Update the City’s Preservation Ordinance, City Codes, and Land Use Regulations to
Ensure Compliance with the Preservation Plan (Near Term)

4.2

Develop a Fully Functional and Supported Preservation Program within the Planning and Community
Development Department Through Staff Assignments and Program Direction (Long Term)

4.3

Improve Leadership and Skilled Participation in the Historic Preservation Board (Near Term)

4.4

Clarify the Status the Historic Preservation Board as a Quasi-Judicial Commission (Near Term)

4.5

Follow Certified Local Government Requirements for Maintaining the City’s CLG Status (Ongoing)

Task Area Two: Identify Additional Historic Resources and Establish Historic Districts
2.1

Begin a Thematic Survey of Alley Structures (Near Term)

2.2

Identify Potential Historic Districts and Perfom Public Outreach on Benefits (Near Term)

2.3

Identify and Survey all Rural Areas of the City to Detrmine Which Resources Might be Prioritized for
Preservation (Near Tearm)

2.4

Consider a Program to Identify Neighborhoods and Promote Neighborhood History (Long Term)

2.5

Establish Historic District Legislation and Code Requirements (Long Term)

2.6

Explore Value of National Trust Main Street Program for Public Road (Long Term)
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Section 7 – Appendices
7.1 Map and List of Registered Historic Places in Lafayette

Registered of Historic Places in Old Town Area

Waneka Granary
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Registered Historic Places

7.2 USGS Topographic Maps

Congregational Church 		
300 East Simpson Street 		
National Register 05/20/1983, Local Register 09/21/99
Kulgren House 			
209 East Cleveland Street 		
National Register 05/20/1983, Local Register 09/21/99
Lafayette House 			
600 East Simpson Street 		
National Register 05/20/1983, Local Register 09/21/99
Lewis House 			
108 East Simpson Street 		
National Register 05/20/1983, Local Register 09/21/99
Miller House 			
409 East Cleveland Street 		
National Register 05/20/1983, Local Register 09/21/99
The Terrace			
205-207 East Cleveland Street
National Register 05/20/1983, Local Register 09/21/99
Thomas House 			
513 East Elm Street 		
Local Register 06/13/00
Weiler House 			
401 East Baseline Road 		
Local Register 06/27/00
Lafayette Methodist Church
211 East Geneseo Street		
Local Register 06/29/00
Angevine House 			
610 East Simpson Street 		
Local Register 08/15/00
Ewing Family Farmhouse 		
1915 North 95th Street 		
Centennial Farm 1993, State Register 12/13/95,
								Local Register 1999
Waneka Granary 			
East Side of Waneka Lake 		
Local Register 06/19/01
Maxwell House 			
406 East Baseline Road 		
Local Register 06/25/04
Swennes House 			
410 West Cleveland Street 		
Local Register 06/19/07
Padfield House 			
104 East Simpson Street 		
Local Register 09/18/07
Henderson House 		
209 West Simpson Street 		
Local Register 11/28/07
Lafayette Cemetery 		
111 West Baseline Road 		
Local Register 08/19/08
Albert & Rosie James House
310 West Simpson Street 		
Local Register 11/18/08
Lafayette High School 		
101 East Baseline Road 		
Local Register 12/09/08
Knill/Green House 		
200 East Cannon Street 		
Local Register 02/17/09
Beckett House 			
307 East Cleveland Street 		
Local Register 04/07/09
Richards House 			
201 East Cleveland Street 		
Local Register 05/18/10
The Catholic Rectory 		
109 West Cannon Street 		
Local Register 09/18/12
Evans House 			
201 East Chester Street 		
Local Register 09/18/12
Alderson Building 		
418-424 East Simpson Street
Local Register 07/21/15
Pearce House 			
608 East Geneseo Street 		
Local Register 10/3/17
James W. Graham, Jr. House
303 West Simpson Street 		
Local Register 1/2/2019
				
106 West Geneseo Street		
Local Register 3/19/2019
Nelson House 			
108 West Geneseo Street		
Local Register 6/18/2019
Welter/McWilliams House 		
306 East Cannon Street 		
Local Register 8/6/2019

These three USGS topographic maps illustrate the significant expansion of the City of Lafayette from its
original townsite.
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USGS Topographic Map of Lafayette, 1944
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USGS Topographic Map of Lafayette, 1967
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7.3 Results from the October 2019 Citizen Survey
The online Resident Survey was prepared by consultants and reviewed with the City in October and November
of 2019. After testing, it was published on the City website on 4 December 2019 and ran until 4 February
2020. The survey had 37 participants who completed and submitted the survey. However, during that
period, there were 248 visits to the historic preservation pages of the City website and 41 new registrations
for continuing information.

restoration
not sure
3%

no

yes
19%

73% of survey takers don’t know where to find
an experienced tradesperson or contractor for
a historic building.

78%

Are you responsible
for a structure over 50
yrs old?

demographics

yes
11%

What brought you
to the survey?

57%

support
preservation

21%

43%

Gen X

22%

Boomers

46%

Traditionalists

11%

Overwhelming majority of survey takers are property owners.

somewhat
not likely

16%

not likely

49%

#1
#2
#3

Would you restore or repair a
building yourself?

Teach Myself

22%

24%

Neighborhood Association

Millennials

somewhat
likely

Builder/Contractor

0%

11%

not sure

Architect/Planner
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very
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Historic Preservation Board

curious

95% of respondents
reside in Lafayette
while 32% of them are
located in Old Town

no

78%

City Planning Division

49%

City Building Division

51%

Are there
enough sources
on historic
preservation
best practices?

Which department would you go for help on
remodeling or expanding a historic building?
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0%

8%

*not sure 0%

publications

Best way to make public
more aware?

Should historic sites and buildings be
useful and economically viable?
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30%
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Does the city provide adequate
resources to ensure the preservation
process is understandable?

How should historic preservation
be regarded in the city?
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successes and future roles

7.4 Meeting Notes from the HPB and Public Meetings
Historic Preservation Board Interview Notes, 21 November 2019

yes
not sure

11%

survey/identification
of historic properties

40%

Should historic
districts be
established with
some regulation
for all properties
within a district?

education

5%

Attending: Doug Conarroe, Amanda Deringer-Downes, Nicholas Bernhard, Kim Dugan, Greg Thompson
(staff), Consultants Ron Sladek and Stan Clauson.
•

The HPB expressed some frustration with the overall effectiveness of the program – they are
dedicated to what they are doing but would like it to be more effective in getting the public to
support and interact with preservation.

•

Need to develop historic contexts, which support the identification of significant resources.

•

Need for a thematic survey of alley structures.

•

Need to provide more effective education about the value of important buildings, including
resources less than 50 years old.

•

Although there are some 30 landmarked properties, there are no historic districts. Historic districts
should be re-considered.

•

HPB wants to ensure that future survey forms and project reports are completed to high standards
so the studies will provide adequate information and can be relied upon for solid decision-making

•

Identify how the National Trust Main Street Program can be of value to Lafayette’s historic
preservation program

•

Provide a strong purpose statement as part of the Preservation Master Plan.

•

Need for a system of fines or other penalties for non-compliance and improvement of governance
policies

19%

•

Reference (through a live link) to the History Colorado brochure on the positive economic impacts
of historic preservation

Simpson Mine Portal and Park

0%

•

Need for coordination with the overall Comprehensive Plan update now in process

•

Encouragement/Information
from City/HPB

3%

Discussion relating to public outreach and involvement—often there is a lack of participation;
need for better education and outreach; public needs to understand role of HPB in reviewing
historic properties and demolitions.

•

Discussion of the potential for land trust involvement in the acquisition of significant historic
properties

•

Preservation awards are given out every other year, about four each time. Explore whether this
should become an annual event designed to promote preservation in the town.

•

HPB currently handles review of building permits only for demolition and alteration of landmarked
buildings. Should this be expanded in any way?

•

Although many historic buildings in town have been moved, HPB would like to promote having
them remain in their original or current locations to preserve context.

•

Members of the HPB do attend the Saving Places conference in Denver each year. (How about
city staff?)

•

The HPB would like to better promote the financial incentives associated with preservation.

other incentives

16%
41%
14%

49%

financial
support

no

Congregational Church

14%

Old Town Area

40%

Public Road Area
Miller House

Not sure

24%

regulation

*not be involved

0%

Most important role of the city
in historic preservation?

8%

lack of interest/ lack of adequate
support from city preservation
information from
5%
city

16%

Greatest historic preservation success?

not sure

11%

27%

19%

lack of
adequate
incentives

11%
no significant
shortcomings

14%

lack of public
interest /support

5%

8%

lack of adequate
regulation
inadequate staff time/
resources devoted to
preservation planning

Greatest shortcomings of historic
preservation in the city?
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Historic
Lafayette

Historic
Lafayette
7.5 Guide to Lafayette Architectural Surveys and Related Projects

Public Meeting Notes, 21 November 2019
Attending: 13 citizens signed in; Paul Reyl, Building & Planning Director; Greg Thompson, Senior
Planner; Consultants Ron Sladek and Stan Clauson.
•

Consultants provided PowerPoint presentation on Historic Preservation Master Plan process and
goals.

•

Ron Sladek responded to a question regarding historic resource surveys

•

Comment that educational component is important because city has modest buildings; need to
identify mining history and the importance of the Lincoln Highway

•

Discussion relating to the boundary of the “Old Town” and identification of additional neighborhoods
with historical importance

•

Discussion of potential pushback if the 50-year standard is not maintained

•

Plan should be clear in setting out goals and objectives of historic preservation

•

Suggestions regarding large sites that could be preserved.

•

The city needs to focus upon the quality of its survey projects. The education they provide is very
important and needs to be disseminated to the public.

•

Be sure that the preservation plan addresses the 1970s era so that it has some shelf life.

•

Lafayette is largely composed of working-class buildings. The city needs to help the public
understand what makes these significant.

•

Make sure that the city has clear standards for preservation

•

The plan should not be filled with soothing statements and aspirational goals – it needs to be
practical.

•

The old town area is the historic core of the city, and much of what is outside that core developed
since the 1970s. (Through the reconnaissance tour we took, we saw that there are some surviving
historic agricultural resources outside the historic core.)

•

Make sure that the preservation plan dovetails with the city’s Comprehensive Plan.

•

Greater pressure for redevelopment of older properties is coming.

•

Historic districts need to be established.

•

A dedicated part-time preservation planner is needed. (How much time is Greg able to devote to
preservation planning?)

•

Outbuildings should not be neglected, and significant ones need to be saved.

•

Keep the preservation grants program in place.

•

Do not worry about overreach. Private property rights will always be in play.

•

Make sure to include underrepresented communities such as the Hispanic and Japanese residents
that have historically contributed to Lafayette’s history and built environment.
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Survey/Project Title
Author/Organization
Lafayette Historic District,
Determination of Eligibility
(5BL544)
Martha Curry
& F. A. Patterson,
Cultural Resource Consultants

Year of
Survey

Type of Survey
or Project

1979

Reconnaissance
Survey for an NRHP
Eligibility
Determination

US Dept. of Housing & Urban
Development, Denver District

Project Background and Comments on Deliverables
This project involved a reconnaissance that resulted in the preparation
of a formal request for a determination of National Register eligibility
for a potential historic district that would encompass much of the
original town of Lafayette east of Public Road. No survey forms were
completed, and the information provided in the request was minimal.
While the recon survey was completed by a consultant, the request
for a determination of eligibility was filed by the Denver district office
of the US Department of Housing and Urban Development. Despite
the project’s limitations, the SHPO and National Register offices
concluded that an eligible district was present. For unknown reasons,
the district was never established.

Citywide Survey
Anne Cramer
Lafayette Historical Society

1979-1980 Inventory of Historic This reconnaissance project resulted in a nine-page document titled
Sites and Reference “Reference List of Buildings in Lafayette, Colorado.” Completed by
Anne Cramer for the Lafayette Historical Society, the study focused
List of Buildings
upon properties in the 100 to 600 blocks of E. Cleveland St. and E.
Simpson St. in the original townsite. The document provides brief
information (no more than few sentences) about each property,
focusing entirely on use and occupancy. No site forms were produced,
nothing about architecture, integrity or significance was included, and
there are no sources cited to support the information.

Community Development Block
Grant Survey

1979-1989 Section 106
Reconnaissance
Survey
for Effects
Determinations

Boulder County Housing
Authority

Over the course of a decade, the Boulder County Housing Authority
completed the documentation of twenty properties within the eligible
Lafayette Historic District east of Public Road. This work, done by
a member of the housing authority’s staff rather than a preservation
professional, resulted in reconnaissance-level forms that provided
very little information. The properties were located on Baseline Rd.,
Chester St., Emma St., Cannon St., Cleveland St., Geneseo St., and
Michigan Ave. The impetus for the work was the county’s interest in
utilizing HUD grants for improvements to the properties.
Under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the
properties had to be documented and analyzed for potential negative
impacts to their architectural integrity. The Colorado SHPO then had
to be consulted for concurrence regarding potential effects. Although
the level of documentation and analysis was very thin, the SHPO
concluded that none of the plans were expected to result in adverse
effects. Because the quality of these early site forms is poor, they
need to be updated to today’s research standards and to reflect the
current physical characteristics of each property.
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Historic
Lafayette
Lafayette Coal Mining Era
Buildings (Thematic Resource)
Manuel Weiss,
Community Services
Collaborative

Historic
Lafayette
1982-1983 Intensive-Level Site
Forms and National
Register Nomination

This limited thematic survey focusing upon coal mining-era buildings
initially included four houses on E. Simpson St. and E. Cleveland St.,
along with the Congregational Church at 300 E. Simpson St. Another
property, the residential terrace at 207 E. Cleveland St., was added
later on. As a group, the initial properties were designated to the
National Register of Historic Places in 1983 and the terrace was
added in 1987.
Rather than forming a district, this was simply a collection of
landmarked buildings that are not adjacent to one another. The
project involved the completion of site forms and a National Register
nomination. These remain useful today and the nomination form may
not need to be updated. However, the early site forms are in need
of updating to today’s research standards and to reflect the current
physical characteristics of each property.

Boulder County Historic
Resources Survey

1994-1999 Intensive-Level
Survey

This project involved the intensive-level documentation of dozens of
historic sites each year throughout unincorporated Boulder County,
including a number in the Lafayette area. Most of these were
farms, along with other rural property uses such as schools and
Grange halls. A number of them have been annexed into the City
of Lafayette during the years since they were recorded. Completed
by professional historic preservation consultants, the project
resulted in the preparation of numerous site forms that exhibit a high
level of quality. These are now at least two decades old, and the
documentation should be updated to determine the current status of
each property’s architectural integrity and landmark eligibility. A few
of the properties recorded ended up being landmarked. One of these
is the Boulder Valley Grange #131 (5BL408) at 3400 N. 95th St.,
which was listed in 1994 in the National Register of Historic Places.

Carl McWilliams
Cultural Resource Historians
Ron Sladek
Tatanka Historical Associates
Boulder County Parks & Open
Space

Architectural Survey of Old
Town Lafayette
Cathleen M. Norman
Principal, Preservation
Publishing

1999

Reconnaissance
Followed by an
Intensive-Level
Survey

The goal of this project was to document individual properties and
then identify sites and districts within the original city plat that had
the potential to be landmarked by the City of Lafayette and the State
and National Registers of Historic Places. Due to budget limitations,
the geographic area of the project involved about two-thirds of the
original town plat bounded by Baseline Road, Cleveland Street,
Foote Street and Public Road. Work began with a reconnaissance
of 210 properties in the survey area, providing basic details about
each resource. From that list, 56 properties that appeared to retain
adequate architectural integrity were chosen for intensive-level
documentation. The project was completed by a professional historic
preservation consultant.

City of Lafayette
and Lafayette Historic
Preservation Board
Funding Provided by
the City of Lafayette,
Colorado State Historical Fund,
and Western Historical Studies
Inc.

The intensive-level survey involved fieldwork and the preparation of
individual site forms. A number of the properties were found to exhibit
a high enough level of integrity that they were eligible for landmarking.
Due to alterations and infill, it was determined that the project area
was not conducive to the establishment of a cohesive historic district.
Instead, several micro districts were recommended, each consisting
of between three and seven properties in close proximity to one
another. Other properties could be individually designated landmarks.
The project report is well written and includes historic contexts,
conclusions, recommendations, footnotes, and a bibliography.
The site forms have strengths and weaknesses. While some of
the information remains useful today, they included abbreviated
architectural and site descriptions, very little history, and dates of
construction that relied heavily upon county assessor’s records, which
are often inaccurate. Integrity analysis and significance statements
are minimal. Finally, most of the forms contained errors that were
corrected in handwriting by Colorado Historical Society staff.
While the project report remains useful, the site forms are in need
of updating to today’s research standards and to reflect the current
physical characteristics of each property. In some cases, this could
result in changes to the individual determinations of eligibility for
landmark status. An updated study may also conclude that a historic
district is potentially present in this area. Resurvey of Old Town
Lafayette should be treated as a priority.
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Historic
Lafayette
Architectural Survey of West
Lafayette

Historic
Lafayette
2001

Cathleen M. Norman
Principal, Preservation
Publishing

Reconnaissance
Followed by an
Intensive-Level
Survey

The goal of this project was to document individual properties and
then identify sites and districts with the potential to be landmarked by
the City of Lafayette and the State and National Registers of Historic
Places. Work began with a reconnaissance of 207 properties in
the area west of Public Road. The project area was bounded by
Geneseo St., Public Rd., Emma St. and Bermont Ave. Of those,
41 were chosen for intensive-level documentation. The project was
completed by a professional historic preservation consultant.

City of Lafayette
and Lafayette Historic
Preservation Board

The project report is an excellent document, complete with a discussion
of methodology, contexts, survey results and recommendations. It
also includes a bibliography, tables, and footnotes. The site forms
are similar in quality to those completed during the 1999 survey,
with minimal historic research and analysis, and errors corrected by
the Colorado Historical Society. The study still relied upon dates of
construction from the assessor’s office.

Funding Provided by
the City of Lafayette and the
Colorado State Historical Fund

The site forms are in need of updating to today’s research standards
and to reflect the current physical characteristics of each property.
In some cases, this could result in changes to the individual
determinations of eligibility for landmark status. An updated study
may also conclude that a historic district is potentially present in this
area. Resurvey of West Lafayette should be treated as a priority.
Architectural Survey of Old
Town Perimeter
Cathleen M. Norman
Principal, Preservation
Publishing

2004

Commercial and Agricultural
Properties Survey
Cathleen M. Norman
Principal, Preservation
Publishing

2008

Reconnaissance
Followed by an
Intensive-Level
Survey

The goal of this project was to document individual properties and
then identify sites with the potential to be landmarked by the City of
Lafayette and the State and National Registers of Historic Places.
It was also undertaken to support city planning efforts in the urban
growth area. In addition to the city’s outskirts, properties along
Baseline Road and Public Road were included. Work began with
a reconnaissance of 156 properties, conducted by a student intern
from the University of Colorado. As an undergraduate geography
student, he had no experience with historic architecture or historic
sites documentation. The information collected was then reviewed by
professional consultant Cathleen Norman, who chose 40 properties
for further investigation. From these, 11 scattered properties were
identified for intensive-level documentation. Another 14 that had
been surveyed during the 1990s Boulder County Historic Sites Survey
were also identified for re-evaluation based solely on alterations that
might have occurred.

City of Lafayette
and Lafayette Historic
Preservation Board
Funding Provided by
the City of Lafayette
and a Certified Local
Government Grant
Administered by the Colorado
Historical Society

The project report is an excellent document, complete with
a discussion of methodology, contexts, survey results and
recommendations. It includes a bibliography, tables, footnotes,
and detailed discussion of the agricultural properties that were reevaluated. The site forms were compliant with state standards in their
formatting, with fewer corrections made by the Colorado Historical
Society than on earlier surveys. In terms of content, the forms
include architectural descriptions and historic information that range
from minimal to moderate. The statements of significance were a bit
more substantial. A few of the site forms are missing from History
Colorado’s COMPASS database.

The goal of this project was to document individual properties and
then identify sites and districts with the potential to be landmarked by
the City of Lafayette and the State and National Registers of Historic
Places. Two specific geographic concentrations on the edges of the
original townsite were the focus of the study. The north survey area
was located north of Baseline Rd. and the south survey area was
south of Cleveland St. Both of these were restricted to the areas east
of Public Rd. Work began with a reconnaissance of 199 properties.
Of those, 32 were chosen for intensive-level documentation. These
were located along Baseline Rd., Dounce St., Elm St., Cannon St.,
Chester St., Emma St., Oak St., and Public Rd. The project was
completed by a professional historic preservation consultant.

Reconnaissance
Followed by an
Intensive-Level
Survey

City of Lafayette
and Lafayette Historic
Preservation Board
Funding Provided by
the City of Lafayette
and a Certified Local
Government Grant
Administered by the Colorado
Historical Society

The site forms are in need of updating to today’s research standards
and to reflect the current physical characteristics of each property.
In some cases, this could result in changes to the individual
determinations of eligibility for landmark status.

The project report is an excellent document, complete with a discussion
of methodology, contexts, survey results and recommendations. It
includes a bibliography, tables, footnotes, and a detailed listing
of properties that are eligible for local landmarking. At the end of
the report is a table of historic residents and owners, although this
information was limited to what could be found in the few historic
resources that were consulted. Although the site forms are compliant
with state standards in their formatting, they are similar in content and
quality to those completed during the earlier surveys. This includes
abbreviated architectural descriptions, minimal historic research and
analysis, and errors corrected by the Colorado Historical Society. The
study still relied upon dates of construction from the assessor’s office.
The site forms are in need of updating to today’s research standards
and to reflect the current physical characteristics of each property.
In some cases, this could result in changes to the individual
determinations of eligibility for landmark status. An updated study
may also conclude that historic districts are potentially present.
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Historic
Lafayette
Public Road
Intensive Survey

Historic
Lafayette
2011

Intensive-Level
Survey

Dawn Bunyak
Principal, Bunyak Research
Associates
City of Lafayette
and Lafayette Historic Preservation Board
Funding Provided by
the City of Lafayette
and a Certified Local Government Grant Administered by
History Colorado

The goal of this project was to document individual historic properties
along Public Road, Lafayette’s main north-south thoroughfare, to
assist with the City’s planning efforts in the Urban Renewal Area. This
included the identification of sites with the potential to be landmarked
by the City of Lafayette and the State and National Registers of Historic
Places. The intensive-level survey involved the documentation of 29
primarily commercial properties, most of them along the west side
of Public Rd. The project area runs from about Baseline Rd. on the
north to Spaulding St. on the south. The project was completed by a
professional historic preservation consultant.
The project report is an excellent professional-quality document,
complete with extensive discussion of methodology, contexts,
survey results and recommendations. It includes a bibliography,
tables, footnotes, and detailed discussion of the properties that were
evaluated. The site forms were also professionally prepared and
include substantial amounts of information. They included substantial
architectural descriptions, construction histories, historical narratives,
assessments of integrity, and statements of significance. The study
concluded that a number of properties are eligible for local designation
and to the SRHP and NRHP.
The site forms are of such high quality that they would only need to
be updated to reflect physical changes to the buildings and to add
historical information about owners and occupants. For unknown
reasons, the site forms do not appear on History Colorado’s online
COMPASS database.

East Simpson
Street Survey
Natalie Feinberg Lopez
Principal, Built Environment
Evolution
City of Lafayette
and
Lafayette Historic Preservation
Board
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2013

Intensive-Level
Survey

The goal of this project was to document individual historic properties
along E. Simpson St., Lafayette’s original east-west commercial and
residential thoroughfare. This included the identification of sites
with the potential to be landmarked by the City of Lafayette and the
State and National Registers of Historic Places. The intensive-level
survey involved the documentation of 31 commercial and residential
properties. A number of these were resurveys of properties recorded
in 1999. The project was completed by a professional architectural
restoration expert rather than a historian.
Project reports are almost always completed for surveys, but in this
case, it is unclear whether one was written. The site forms are in a
somewhat non-standard format but include all of the required fields.
As with some of the earlier surveys in Lafayette, the forms include
abbreviated architectural descriptions, construction histories and
property histories. County assessor dates of construction were used
as actual years and not estimates, and very few historic resources
were consulted. The statements of integrity and significance present
very thin analysis and in a number of cases their conclusions seem
unsupported. The properties included in this survey will need to be rerecorded at some time to present full architectural descriptions along
with more complete histories, analyses of integrity, and statements of
significance.
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